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Abstract
This is a ‘sandwich thesis’ consisting of four publications I contributed to during my
M.Sc. work. These papers are the results of three types of experiments.
Paper 1 studies the formation of non-uniform spin-cast polymer films. Spincoating
is widely used to prepare thin polymer films of reproducible thickness. Typically spincoating produces highly uniform films, however in certain circumstances the process
results in films with non-uniform surface topographies. The origin of such topographies is not fully understood and the formation of non-uniform films represents a
practical problem in both research laboratories and industrial settings. In Paper 1 we
find that the formation of non-uniform films is dependent on temperature. Furthermore, our results indicate that surface instabilities form as a result of the Marangoni
effect. Finally, we demonstrate that non-uniformities in spin-cast films can be avoided
simply by spincoating at lower temperatures.
In Papers 2 and 3 we study the capillary driven levelling of polymer films with
non-uniform surface geometries and compare our results to the theoretical predictions
of the two-dimensional capillary-driven thin film equation. In Paper 2 we prepare
polymer films with small surface perturbations and track their evolution above Tg as
the surface flattens. We find that all perturbations approach a universal self-similar
attractor at long times, as predicted by theory. Our results also show that the time
taken for the perturbations to convergence to the attractor depends on the initial
volume of the perturbation. In Paper 3 we prepare samples with a rectangular trench
geometry and follow their evolution above Tg as surface forces cause the trench to fill
in. At long times we observe a change in the levelling dynamics that is associated
with a change in the boundary conditions governing the flow.
In Paper 4 we use crazing experiments to probe two types of non-equilibrium
entanglement networks. First, we study spincast polymer films and find that chains
are stretched compared to equilibrium Gaussian chains. Furthermore, we find that
the entanglement network relaxes on timescale on the order of one reptation time.
Next, we stack two films in the glassy state to create a bilayer. Chains on either side
of the mid-plane of the bilayer suffer a loss of entropy because of their restricted
conformations. In the melt, the interface heals. We find it takes less than one
reptation time for the bilayer film to become indistinguishable from a single film.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
One very interesting fact of nature is that a liquid interface takes on a shape that
minimizes its surface area. Examples of this in our everyday life are numerous. After
showering hair sticks together in order to minimize the surface area of the water/air
interface. As rain falls onto the surface of a waxy leaf, the water beads up into nearly
perfect spheres which take their shape to minimize the surface-to-volume ratio of the
drop. In contrast to water beading up on a waxy surface, a thin liquid film on a
wettable substrate will spontaneously flow until it reaches the equilibrium state of a
perfectly flat film. All of these effects are a result of surface tension [1].
Surface tension can be simply thought of in terms of the energetic cost associated
with having a liquid molecule at an interface. A molecule at an interface is missing
some of its nearest neighbours and is therefore in a higher energy state compared to
a molecule in the bulk of the liquid which is completely surrounded by fellow liquid
molecules. Therefore, to minimize the free energy of the system, a liquid flows until
the smallest possible number of molecules are exposed at the interface. While this
is sufficient to explain the phenomena discussed above, on a very fundamental level
surface tension is a concept that is surprisingly difficult to understand. Thinking
about a liquid on the molecular scale introduces subtleties that complicate the simple
picture described above.
Surface tension is the basis of the work presented in this thesis. In fact, it can
be said that at the most fundamental level, all of the physics presented in Papers 1,
2 and 3 is ultimately a result of surface tension. In our case, the physics becomes
1
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further complicated by the fact that we perform experiments using thin polymer films,
typically ∼ 100 nm thick. Thin films have a drastically higher surface-to-volume ratio

compared to bulk systems. Furthermore, since polymers are macromolecules on the
order of 10 − 100 nm is size, a polymer molecule in a thin film is confined to a system

that is comparable to its molecular size. These two effects often result in interesting
and surprising physics. Confinement effects are studied in Paper 4, the only paper in
this work not directly related to surface tension. At the most fundamental level, the
physics in Paper 4 results from the fact that polymers are long chain-like molecules
which cannot pass through each other. This gives rise to entanglements which are
like knots between polymer chains. Entanglements are responsible for many of the
interesting properties observed in polymer systems such as a high melt viscosities and
non-Newtonian flows.
In this thesis, the topics which have been briefly mentioned here will be explained
in detail. Chapter 1 provides an overview of the physics required to understand
the papers presented in this work. In particular, the focus is on polymer melts
and entanglements. In Section 1.4 the thin film equation (TFE) which describes
the surface tension driven flow for a thin liquid film with a non-uniform interface is
derived. The TFE is central to the work presented in Papers 2 and 3. In Chapter 2
an overview of the experimental techniques used in each of the papers is presented.
Since a full outline of the procedures is given in each paper, here the focus is on
particular details that are not included in the papers but which may be useful to
those attempting similar sample preparation techniques. Finally in Chapter 3 the four
papers which comprise the bulk of this thesis are presented. First a brief summary
of each paper is given, along with an outline of my particular contributions to the
project. Following this, each paper is presented.
Paper 1 is about the preparation of thin polymer films. We study the formation of
non-uniform films, which are a practical problem in both research labs and industrial
settings. We present a simple technique to avoid the formation of non-uniform films
which we are able to explain in terms of the Marangoni effect. In Papers 2 and 3 we
study the surface tension driven levelling of a non-flat liquid interface. Our results
are compared to the theoretical predictions of the TFE. Finally, in Paper 4 we study
non-equilibrium entanglement networks in thin polymer films.
2
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Polymers

One common thread of the work presented in this thesis is that all experiments were
performed on polymeric systems. Polymers are macromolecules composed of repeating subunits called monomers that are joined together by covalent bonds. Polymers
are ubiquitous in both technology and our daily lives. Naturally occurring polymers
include DNA and proteins while synthetically produced polymers range from rubbers to glues and resins. Polymers can be prepared with a wide variety of molecular
architectures including rings, stars, combs and random networks. In this thesis we
are concerned with the physics of linear polymers which are formed by successively
linking together monomeric units to create a long chain-like molecule.
One common example of such a molecule, polystyrene, is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Here, the monomer unit is styrene and N refers to the degree of polymerization
- the number of monomers linked together to form the polymer chain. Although
the type of monomeric unit influences the properties of the molecule, all polymers
share a number of universal physical properties resulting from their long chainlike
structure. Furthermore, the size of a polymer molecule is amongst the most important
factors affecting its physical properties [2]. The size of a polymer molecule can be
characterized by its end-to-end distance (Ree ) - the distance between the two ends of
the molecule.
The molar mass of the molecule is defined as M = mN where m is the molec-

Figure 1.1: Schematic of a polystyrene molecule. The long chain-like molecule is
composed of many styrene monomers covalently bonded together. The degree of
polymerization, N refers to the number of monomeric units linked together to form
the chain.

3
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ular mass of a monomer unit. In this work, we are concerned with linear polymers
composed of only one type of monomer unit, so M can be thought of as simply the
length of the polymer backbone. For a polymeric system composed of many chains
we must consider the fact that typical polymerization processes used to synthesize
polymer molecules result in chains with varying lengths. If we consider a polymer
sample with some distribution of chain lengths, the average length is most commonly
defined using either the number average, Mn or the weight average, Mw
P
ni Mi
i
P
Mn =
ni
i
P
P
wi Mi
ni Mi2
i
i
Mw = P
= P
.
wi
ni Mi
i

(1.1)

(1.2)

i

Here ni is the number of chains with molar mass Mi and we have defined wi = ni Mi
(the total mass of molecules with molar mass Mi ). Mn represents the first moment of
the distribution while Mw is the second moment. The polydispersity index, defined
as PI = Mw /Mn is a measure of the uniformity of chain lengths in the sample. A
polymeric system in which every chain has the same length is perfectly monodisperse
and has PI = 1. Research grade polymer of the type used in this thesis typically has
PI < 1.1 and polydispersity effects are safely ignored.
Throughout this work I will distinguish between polymer melts and glasses. At
high temperatures, a polymer system is found in a liquid state known as a melt.
The system possesses a large amount of kinetic energy and on a microscopic level,
individual polymer chains are continuously exploring new configurations through their
thermal fluctuations. On a macroscopic level, a polymer melt exhibits a highly viscous
flow over long time scales but behaves like an elastic solid on short time scales. The
details of polymer melts will be further discussed in Section 1.2.
At low temperatures, a polymer system is most often found in the glassy state 1 .
1

It should be noted that some polymers can also form crystalline or semicrystalline structures.
Most polymers do not readily crystallize because of the inherent disorder within the molecule arising
from the random orientation of side groups along the backbone of the chain. However, if the side
groups are regularly ordered (for example isotactic polymers for which all of the side groups are on
same side of the backbone), upon cooling the melt, the system may crystallize. None of the polymers
used in this thesis readily crystallize.

4
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In the glassy state, individual polymer chains do not exhibit long range motion.
Mechanically, a polymer glass behaves like a solid, however the molecules in the glass
do not exhibit any long range order [3]. We can imagine the molecular structure
of a polymer glass is like a melt (liquid) but with the chains frozen in place. One
everyday example of a polymer glass is a polystyrene coffee cup. Transitions between
the glassy state and the melt state occur at the glass transition temperature, Tg .
Most experiments in this thesis were performed using polystyrene which has a glass
transition temperature of approximately 100◦ C [4].

1.2

Polymer melts

In Section 1.1 it was mentioned that a polymer melt behaves as an elastic solid on
short time scales and a highly viscous liquid on long time scales. This effect known
as viscoelasticity will be discussed in Section 1.2.3. We first address the question,
what is the molecular conformation of a polymer chain in the melt? Consider a chain
with a degree of polymerization N where each monomeric link in the backbone has
length a. As shown schematically in Fig. 1.2, the end-to-end vector, Ree is the sum
of the N bond vectors along the chain, ai , which represent the orientation of each
N
P
monomer unit: Ree =
ai . On short length scales, the orientation of monomer
i=1

segments may be correlated. However, these correlations typically decay very rapidly

(fewer than 10 segments for most polymers [4]) and there is no correlation between
widely separated segments of the chain. We now consider a simple model where the
real polymer chain is broken into N segments of length b, where b is greater than

the length scale over which the segments ai are correlated. When b is chosen in this
manner, the N segments of length b are uncorrelated and free to orient in random

directions [4]. We also note that the length scale b, which is known as the Kuhn
length is chosen such that the real and model chain have the same contour length
N
N
P
P
and end-to-end distance: L = N a = N b and Ree =
ai =
bi . Therefore the real
i=1

i=1

chain is entirely equivalent to the ideal freely jointed chain and the Kuhn length is
uniquely defined.
5
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of the dimensions of a polymer chain in the melt. A polymer
molecule in the melt is accurately described as a random walk and the end-to-end
1/2
distance of the molecule (Ree ) scales with molecular wight as Ree ∼ Mw √
. It can
be shown that the radius of gyration (Rg ) is related to Ree by Rg = Ree / 6. The
pervaded volume is a sphere which envelops the chain: Vp ∼ Rg 3 ∼ Ree 3 .

If we now consider the average end-to-end distance of a such chain, we have
*

2

Ree = hRee · Ree i =

N
X

bi ·

i=1
*N N
XX

=

i=1 j=1

= N b2 +

N
X

bi

i=1

bi · bj

*N
X
i6=j

!+

+

bi · bj

+

.

(1.3)

Since the chain is freely jointed, the orientation of different monomers is uncorrelated
and the cross terms disappear leaving
Ree 2 = N b2 .

(1.4)

Finally, noting that N ∼ N ∼ Mw we have,
Ree ∼

p
√
N ∼ Mw .

(1.5)

The above formalism relies on the assumption that on average, there is no in6
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teraction between chain segments that are widely separated. This is valid for the
melt. In the melt each chain is surrounded by many other chains and interactions
between monomers on the same chain are indistinguishable from interactions between
chains [2]. Neutron scattering experiments have confirmed that the conformation of
a chain in the melt is accurately described as a random walk [5,6]. This fundamental
result underlies a great deal of modern polymer theory and offers a simple model to
quantitatively describe the behaviour of polymer melts [4].
As shown in Fig. 1.2, the dimensions of a polymer chain can also be described
in terms of the radius of gyration, Rg , which is defined is as the root mean square
distance of the monomers from the molecule’s centre of mass. For a linear polymer
chain it can be shown that the radius of gyration is simply related to the end-to-end
√
distance as Rg = Ree / 6 [4]. For polymer molecules with non-linear architectures,
the end-to-end distance is often poorly defined and Rg is a more useful measure of
molecular size. Finally, as depicted in Fig. 1.2, the pervaded volume, Vp , is a measure
of the space explored by a polymer chain through its random walk and is typically
defined as either a sphere of radius Ree or Rg : Vp ∼ Rg 3 ∼ Ree 3 ∼ Mw 3/2 .
Now imagine stretching a single polymer chain so that it has end-to-end distance
√
r > R where R = a N is the unperturbed end-to-end distance. How does the chain
respond? It can be shown using elementary statistical mechanics that the distribution of possible end-to-end vectors (or radii of gyration) is Gaussian. Therefore the
probability of finding a chain with end-to-end vector r is given by [4]

P (r) =



3
2πR2

3/2

exp



−3r2
2R2



.

(1.6)

Noting that P (r) = Ω(r)/C where Ω(r) is the number of random walks with end-toend vector r and C is a numerical constant representing to total number of possible
chain configurations, using Eq. 1.6 we can can write the entropy of a single chain as

S(r) = k ln Ω = So − k



3r2
2R2



(1.7)

where So is a numerical constant and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The free energy of
the chain is given by
7
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F (r) = U − T S = U − T So +

3kT r2
.
2R2

(1.8)

In our model the internal energy, U , is independent of chain conformation so the
change in free energy upon stretching the chain is
∆F = F (r) − F (R) =

3kT r2
+ const.
2R2

(1.9)

Therefore, the force required to stretch the chain is
f =−

3kT r
∂∆F
=−
.
∂r
2R2

(1.10)

Qualitatively, this allows us to think of a polymer chain like a Hookean entropic
spring. If a chain is stretched or compressed away from its ideal random walk conformation there is an entropic restoring force proportional to the deformation, resulting
from the decreased entropy of the chain. Simply put, perturbing a polymer chain
away from its random walk reduces its number of possible configurations. In an entangled melt, or cross-linked rubber, the network made up of these interconnected
Hookean springs results in non-linear elasticity [3]. This will be discussed in detail in
Section 1.2.3.

1.2.1

Entanglements

Above, we defined the space occupied by the random walk configuration of a polymer
3
chain in the melt as the pervaded volume, Vp ∼ Ree
∼ N 3/2 . Within a sphere of radius

Ree the volume occupied by a single chain is given by Vc ∼ N . Therefore, the fraction
of space filled by a single polymer chain in its own pervaded volume, Vc /Vp ∼ N −1/2

is small since N > 100 for a typical polymeric system. Polymer melts fill space so a
consequence of this fact is that many chains must share the same pervaded volume.
Therefore, in the melt there are many interactions between chains.
To emphasize this point, consider a typical polymeric system, polystyrene (PS) of
Mw = 106 g/mol. For PS it has been measured that Ree /Mw = 5.4 × 10−3 nm2 mol/g
p
[4, 7]. Using this we calculate, Ree = (5.4 × 10−3 )(106 ) ≈ 74 nm. The pervaded

volume of the chain is V ∼ 43 πRee 3 ≈ 1.6 × 106 nm3 . The mass of a single chain is
8
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of polymer entanglement. Although the exact molecular conformations giving rise to entanglements remain unknown, it has been established that
the topology of the contact is important. As a simple picture, we can imagine that
entanglements are like knots between chains. The entanglement molecular weight,
Me is defined as the average mass of chain between entanglements.

given by
mc3 July,
= 14106 /NA where NA is Avagadro’s number.
Thursday,
Therefore the density of a single chain in the pervaded volume is ρc = mc /V ∼

1 kg/m3 . But the density of PS in the melt is ρ = 1000 kg/m3 [4]. So the number
of chains sharing the same volume is ρ/ρc ∼ 1000. We note that since the density of

the melt is constant and independent of N , it follows that longer chains interact with
each other more frequently than shorter chains.
The fact that there are many interactions between chains results in the phe-

nomenon of entanglement. When two chains share the same pervaded volume, they
may take on a conformation that severely restricts the movement of the chains in
the direction perpendicular to their backbones [2]. Such conformations are referred
to as entanglements. On a fundamental level, entanglements arise due to the simple
fact that polymer backbones cannot pass through one another. Although the precise
molecular configurations giving rise to entanglements are unknown [8], as a simple
picture, we can think of entanglements as knots between polymer chains, as depicted
in Fig. 1.3. It is important to note that in the melt, polymers are constantly exploring new space meaning entanglements represent temporary constraints. Many of
the physical properties exhibited by polymer melts including viscoelasticity and high
viscosities are a result of entanglements [2].
9
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Before proceeding to discuss some of the physical phenomena resulting from entanglements, we will briefly explain the entanglement molecular weight, Me which
is defined as the average molecular weight between two entanglements. In Fig. 1.3,
Me represents the mass of the chain between the two knots. Related to Me is the
entanglement density, νe , the number of entanglements per unit volume [2]:
Me ∝

1
.
νe

(1.11)

It is important to note that in order for polymer chains to entangle, they must
have some minimal length [2]. Me can also be thought of as the minimum chain
length required to form entanglements. As an analogy, imagine holding two pieces of
string. If the strings are very long it is easy to knot them together. As the length
of the strings becomes smaller, it becomes more and more difficult to a to tie a knot
between the strings. We can imagine that at some point, the length of the strings will
become so short that it is impossible to knot them together. The shortest possible
length of string we can knot represents the entanglement molecular weight.
The onset of entanglement is experimentally observed through measurements of
viscosity. As discussed above, entanglements restrict the motion of polymer chains
and therefore increase the viscosity of the melt. Above Me the viscosity of a polymer
melt, η, scales as η ∼ Mw 3.4 [4]. Below Me , η ∼ Mw and the viscosity of the melt is
simply attributed to the friction of polymer chains sliding past one another.

1.2.2

Tube model and reptation

The dynamics of an entangled polymer melt can be explained using the tube model
and the concept of reptation which was originally proposed by de Gennes, Edwards
and Doi [3]. Using the basic principle that no chains can pass through one another,
we can consider each polymer chain to be confined to a tube, as shown in Fig. 1.4. If
we consider a single chain in the melt, other chains represent obstacles restricting its
motion. Entanglements with other chains, which are represented as × in Fig. 1.4(a)

define a tube of diameter d. Motion of the chain perpendicular to the tube is severely
restricted by these entanglements, but the chain is able wriggle back and forth along
the tube like a two-headed snake or worm. This type of wriggling motion is referred
to as reptation [2]. If we imagine entanglements with other chains as fixed obstacles,
10
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(a)

X

X

X

X
X

d

X
X
X

X

(b)

t=0

t = ⌧R

t>0
t

Figure 1.4: Schematic of the tube model and reptation. (a) For the red ‘test chain’, entanglements with other chains represent obstacles restricting motion. We can imagine
1/2
that the ‘test chain’ is confined to a tube of diameter d ∼ Me . Motion perpendicular to the tube is hindered by entanglements, which are represented with the symbol
× but the chain is free to reptate along the tube like a snake. (b) At t = 0 we define
a tube and assume that the constraints which determine this tube remain fixed. For
t > 0 the chain reptates and ‘forgets’ some of the original tube. At some point, the
chain will have completely forgotten the tube defined at t = 0. This time, averaged
over many such chains, is the reptation time, τR .
Saturday, 12 July, 14

the time it takes a polymer chain to reptate out of its tube is called the reptation
time, τR .
To further understand this picture imagine we take a snapshot of a polymer melt
and call this t = 0. If we look at a single ‘test chain’ at t = 0, we can define its tube
by viewing the other chains in the system as obstacles. Now let us assume that all
chains are frozen in place except for the test chain which is free to reptate along its
tube. As time proceeds the test chain will begin to wriggle out of the tube it was
originally constrained to. The time it takes for the test chain to completely leave the
tube we defined at t = 0 is the reptation time. This process is depicted schematically
in Fig. 1.4(b).
In this picture we are heavily relying on the assumption that the test chain’s
constraints remain fixed over time. In reality this is not true. Since other chains are
11
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also moving, as time progresses new constraints form while others relax. Therefore we
have two competing mechanisms - the diffusion of the chain within its tube and the
renewal of obstacles. P. G. de Gennes showed that reptation is faster than the decay
of constraints which validates the tube picture described above [2]. Experiments
have also validated the reptation model [9, 10]. From the point of view of the ‘test
chain’ entanglements with other chains represent permanent obstacles on short times,
t < τR .
To calculate the reptation time, first recall from Section 1.2.1 that we defined the
entanglement molecular weight as the average mass of chain between entanglement
points. If we assume that a chain has an entanglement every Ne ∼ Me segments
then since the chain is a random walk, the distance between entanglement points is
1/2

d ∼ bNe . This determines the tube diameter. For chain motion on length scales

smaller than d, entanglements are not noticed but for motions on length scales larger
than d, the chain is restricted by other chains and ‘feels’ its tube. This picture leads us
to the blob model originally developed by de Gennes [2]. We can imagine breaking the
chain down into blobs of diameter d, each of which contains on average Ne segments.
The blobs define the tube and within each blob, the chain is simply an ideal coil. It
is important to emphasize that the blobs do not exclude one another.
The primitive path of the tube, which can be thought of as the length of a curved
line passing through the centre of the tube, is simply the number of blobs multiplied by
1/2

the size of each blob. As mentioned above the size of each blob is given by d ∼ bNe
and there must be N/Ne blobs so

Λ=d

N
N
= b√ .
Ne
Ne

(1.12)

Since the wriggling of the chain along its tube is governed by Brownian motion,
the reptation time can be estimated using Einstein’s relation which expresses the
diffusion constant (D) in terms of a friction coefficient (ζ): D = kT /ζ. For the chain
within the tube, the friction results from its monomers sliding past other chains in
the melt. If we define µ as the monomeric friction coefficient then the total friction
felt by the chain is ζ = N µ and we have D = kT /N µ. Viewing the motion of the
chain as a 1-D Browning particle, we can write the mean squared displacement as
hx2 i = 2Dt. The reptation time, τR , is the time it takes the chain to diffuse a distance
12
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of its primitive path, Λ, so we have
Λ2 = 2DτR .

(1.13)

Substituting Eq. 1.12 into the above relation and solving for τR gives
τR ∼

b2 µ N 3
.
kT Ne

(1.14)

One of the most important results of the reptation theory is the prediction τR ∼ N 3 ∼

M 3.

1.2.3

Viscoelasticity

In previous sections we have briefly mentioned the fact that a polymer melt exhibits
properties of both an elastic solid and a viscous liquid. In particular, when a stress
is applied to a polymer melt the response is dependent on the time scale over which
the stress is applied. Here, we fully explain this phenomenon which is known as
viscoelasticity.
Suppose a shear stress, σ is applied to the melt. The simplest model of viscoelasticity assumes that on short timescales (t < τR ) the system behaves like a Hookean
solid while on long timescales (t > τR ) the melt flows like a Newtonian liquid. That
is on short timescales, the applied stress σ results in a shear strain . The strain is
proportional to the applied stress, σ = G where G is the shear modulus. On long
timescales, the applied stress results in a flow with a constant strain rate, σ = η ˙
where η is the viscosity. At every point in the liquid the shear strain rate is proportional to the viscous stresses induced by the flow. More simply, the viscosity is
independent of the shear stress.
In Fig. 1.5 is shown the response of a viscoelastic material to a step stress: a shear
stress (σ) applied at t = 0 and held constant. From this plot we note that equating
the slopes at τR gives the important approximation relationship
η ≈ GτR .

(1.15)

The viscoelastic response of a polymer melt is an effect of entanglement [2]. When
13
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Figure 1.5: A stress σ is applied to a polymer melt at t = 0 and held constant.
Initially the melt behaves as an elastic solid: σ = G. At long times the melt flows as
a Newtonian liquid: σ = η .
˙ The boundary between the elastic and viscous regimes
is τR .

a stress is rapidly applied to a polymer melt, qualitatively we can imagine that entanglements behave like temporary cross-links, restricting the motion of individual
polymer chains, and making it difficult to deform the system [3]. If a stress is applied
on timescales longer than τR , polymer chains are able to move over larger distances,
establishing flow. With this picture in mind, it is natural that τR is the boundary
between the viscous and elastic regimes. For a good example of the viscoelastic effects
in a polymer melt, consider Silly Putty. If we roll Silly Putty into a ball and drop it
onto the floor, it bounces: an elastic response. If we then place the ball of Silly Putty
on the table, it will gradually flow into a pancake shape: a viscous response.
Now, let us further consider the elasticity of the melt. In Section 1.2, we showed
that a polymer chain behaves as an entropic spring. When a chain is deformed away
from its ideal random walk conformation, there is a restoring force resulting from
the chain’s loss of entropy. At a fundamental level, the elastic response of the melt
is a result of this loss of entropy. As mentioned above, on short timescales we can
imagine that entanglements behave like permanent cross-links. This means that on
timescales, t < τR , we can treat the melt as a rubber (a cross-linked polymer network)
14
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with a cross-link density equal to the entanglement density, νe . In this way, the elastic
response can be explained using the idea of rubber elasticity.
The theory of rubber elasticity assumes that between cross-links the chains are
ideal. Therefore we can treat the system as a network of Gaussian ‘sub-chains’ with
length proportional to Mx where Mx = mNx is the mass of chain between cross-links
and Nx is the number of monomers between cross-links. When a stress is applied to
the rubber, each sub-chain exerts an entropic restoring force governed by Eq. 1.10.
It can be shown that for an affine deformation, the tensile stress (Q) and extensional
strain (e), obey the relation


ρNA kT
1
Q=
(1 + e) −
Mx
(1 + e)2

(1.16)

where ρ is the density and NA is Avagadro’s number. Expanding the above equation
for small strains gives Q ≈ (3ρNA kT /Mx )e so we can estimate the Young’s modulus

as

E≡

Q
3ρNA kT
=
.
e
Mx

(1.17)

If we assume incompressibility (the density of the rubber does not change for small
stresses), then since the rubber is homogenous and isotropic, the shear modulus is
simply related to the Young’s modulus by G = E/3 [3] which gives
G=

ρNA kT
.
Mx

(1.18)

As previously emphasized, on short timescales (t < τR ) the melt behaves like a
rubber with a cross-link density equal to the entanglement density. Therefore, in
analogy with Eq. 1.18 we can write the shear modulus of the melt as
Gm =

ρNA kT
Me

(1.19)

by simply replacing Mx with the entanglement molecular weight, Me . It is important
to remember that although we are making the assumption that entanglements behave
as permanent cross-links over short timescales, entanglements are not permanent and
relax on a timescale on the order of τR .
Finally, recalling Eqs. 1.14 and 1.15 the above expression for the elastic modulus
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of the melt allows us to write
η ≈ Gm τR ∼

Mw 3
Me 2

(1.20)

The prediction η ∼ Mw 3 is a fundamentally important scaling relation in polymer

physics and has been tested numerous times using a variety of experimental techniques [4, 11–14]. Experimentally it is found that, η ∼ Mw 3.4 . The slight discrepancy

between theory and experiment remains an important unsolved problem in polymer
physics [2].
Before proceeding from our discussion of polymer melts, we will briefly consider
the effect of temperature on viscosity, which is important for Papers 2, 3 and 4. It
has been empirically determined that viscosity depends exponentially on temperature
according to
η(T ) = η0 exp



TA
T − TV



(1.21)

where η0 and TA are constants which depend the type of polymer and its Mw and
TV is the Vogel-Fulcher temperature. TV can be determined experimentally and is
usually found to be about 50◦ C below the glass transition temperature [4]. Eq. 1.21
is referred to as the Vogel-Fulcher law. It is simple to show that the Vogel-Fulcher
law is equivalent to the so-called Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation
 

η(T )
T0 − T
aT =
= exp B0
.
η(T0 )
T − TV

(1.22)

Here B0 is a numerical constant and η(T0 ) is the viscosity at some reference temperature T0 . Eq. 1.22 is central to the time-temperature superposition principle which says
for some viscoelastic property of the melt, F , that depends on time and temperature
(for example creep or relaxation modulus) we can write
F (t, T ) = F (aT t, T0 )

(1.23)

where aT is defined as above and referred to as the shift factor and T0 is a reference
temperature. Note that since η ∼ τR we can write aT = η(T )/η(T0 ) = τR (T )/τR (T0 ).

This means that for a polymer melt, increasing the temperature is equivalent to
16
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waiting a longer time for viscous flow to occur. In general, when applying the time
temperature superposition principle, the reference temperature is typically chosen as
Tg [4].

1.3

Crazing

When a strain is applied to an unentangled polymer glass, the polymer may fracture
much like a pane of window glass. However, for entangled polymer systems, applying
a strain in the glassy state may result in the formation of crack-like structures called
crazes [15, 16]. As a common example of craze formation, imagine slowly stretching
a plastic bag. A crazed plastic bag is shown in Fig. 1.6. The deformed regions of
material, which appear lighter than the undeformed plastic are crazes.
Crazes form as a mechanism to dissipate energy in response to an applied stress.
On a molecular level, the strain causes individual polymer chains to stretch which
results in a thinning of the material [15]. The details of craze nucleation and growth
have been extensively studied and it has been established that crazes can be characterized by their extension ratio, λ, which is the ratio of the width of the craze,
to the width of the undeformed material that went into forming the craze [17–19].
Furthermore, it has been shown that the width of craze is not correlated with its

Figure 1.6: Slowly stretching a plastic bag may lead to the formation of crazes. In
this picture, the crazes are the deformed regions of material which appear lighter in
colour than the undeformed plastic.
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(b)

h

hc

l ⇠ Me

d ⇠ Me1/2

Figure 1.7: Schematic of a crazing experiment. (a) A freestanding film of thickness
h is suspended across two blocks which are pulled apart to strain the film. Before
1/2
crazing the distance between entanglements is d ∼ Me . (b) The strain causes the
film to craze. The deformed regions of material have thickness hc < h. Within the
craze, the chains have been stretched such that the distance between entanglements
is l ∼ Me .
Saturday, 12 July, 14

height, hc [15, 20]. This can be understood by considering the fact that once the
chains within the craze have reached a certain level of deformation, it is mechanically
easier to draw new chains into the craze rather than continuing to stretch the already
deformed material. In other words, once a craze has nucleated, the width of the deformation continues to grow by drawing undeformed material into the craze, thereby
causing an increase in the volume of crazed material and a decrease in the volume of
undeformed material.
Although crazing experiments were initially used to study the mechanical properties of polymer glasses, in pioneering work by Donald and Kramer it was shown that
crazing may be used to elucidate properties of the entanglement network [17, 21].
Recent work has used the technique of crazing to probe entanglement properties in
thin polymer films [22, 23]. Fig. 1.7 shows the setup of a typical crazing experiment.
A polymer glass of thickness h is suspended between two supports and then strained
until crazes form. As shown in Fig. 1.7 the deformed regions of material have thickness hc < h and within the craze the chains are highly stretched as compared to their
equilibrium Gaussian conformation.
18
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The fundamental assumption made by Donald and Kramer is that since crazing
occurs deep in the glassy state, entanglements act as cross-links which remain fixed
during the crazing process. This assumption has been extensively verified by experiments [15–17, 21] and has also been validated with computer simulations [24, 25].
Before crazing, the chains within the undeformed film take on random walk conformations so the distance between entanglements is given by
1

d ∝ Me 2 .

(1.24)

After crazing, if we assume that the chains within the deformed material are maximally stretched (an assumption which was validated in [17, 20]) then the distance
between entanglements is
l ∝ Me .

(1.25)

Using conservation of volume and assuming that the extension ratio of the craze is
the same as that of the polymer chains we have
√
1
hc
d
Me
∝√ .
∝ ∝
h
l
Me
Me

(1.26)

Noting that νe ∝ 1/Me (Eq. 1.11), the above equation tells us


hc
h

2

∝ νe .

(1.27)

Equation 1.27 is the fundamental crazing relationship used in Paper 4. We emphasize that hc and h are measurable macroscopic quantities. Therefore, crazing
experiments allow us to directly infer the details of molecular chain conformations
through macroscopic measurements. It is also worth reinforcing that crazing experiments are performed deep in the glassy state, meaning chain entanglements can be
thought of as permanent knots between polymer chains. Since chain conformations
in the glassy state are inherited from either the melt state or through the process
of spin coating which will be discussed in Section 1.5.1, crazing experiments offer a
robust way to probe entanglement effects in thin polymer films. The experiments
presented in Paper 4 use the technique of crazing to study the evolution of two types
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of non-equilibrium entanglement networks.

1.4

Surface tension

It is not an exaggeration to say that on the most fundamental level, all the physics
studied in Papers 1, 2 and 3 arises because of surface tension. The phenomenon
of surface tension is often thought of in terms of the energetic cost associated with
increasing the surface area of a liquid [26]. To understand why it costs energy to
create surface, we must examine a liquid at the molecular scale. As shown in Fig. 1.8
a molecule in the bulk of the liquid feels a cohesive interaction with each of its nearest
neighbours. However, a molecule at the surface of the liquid is missing some of its
nearest neighbours and thus some of its cohesive interactions. Therefore, molecules
at the surface are in a higher energy state compared to those in the bulk of the liquid.
To minimize the free energy of the system, the liquid interface will take the shape
that minimizes the number of molecules exposed at the surface. This is the reason
that liquids flow in order to minimize their surface-to-volume ratio.
A more rigorous description comes from considering the Leonard-Jones potential
which describes the interaction energy between two molecules separated by a distance
r [3]. At short ranges there is a repulsive Coulombic interaction that scales as ∼ r−12 ,

which arises due to the overlapping of electron clouds. At long ranges there is an
attractive force resulting from van der Waals interactions which goes as ∼ r−6 . The

van der Waals interactions stem from instantaneous dipole moments which appear
due to fluctuations in a molecule’s electron distribution. This dipole then induces a
dipole on a neighbouring molecule, causing an attraction between them.
The total interaction potential, shown in Fig. 1.8(b) is a combination of the two
effects described above: the long range van der Waals interaction and the short range
Coulombic repulsion. It is favourable for molecules to be separated by a distance
which corresponds to the minimum in the potential, U0 . Therefore, a molecule at
the surface which is missing half its cohesive interactions will have approximately
U0 /2 excess energy. The surface tension is a measure of the extra energy per unit
area so if we assume a molecular size of a then the molecule’s surface area goes as a2
and we approximate the surface tension as γ ≈ U0 /2a2 . The surface tension is more
20
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(a)

(b)

U

⇠r
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-
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U0
Figure 1.8: (a) A molecule in the bulk of a liquid experiences cohesive interactions
with each of its neighbours. Since a molecule at the interface is missing some of its
cohesive interactions, there is an energetic cost associated with having a molecule at
the surface. This is the phenomenon of surface tension. Gradients in curvature at the
interface result in pressure gradients caused by surface tension. The Laplace pressure
is lower at point (1) compared to point (2) as indicated by the signs. (b) The LeonardJones potential describes the interaction energy between two molecules. At short
ranges there is a Coulombic repulsion and at long ranges there is an attractive van der
Waals interaction. Molecules tend to be separated by a distance which corresponds
to the minimum in the potential.
Saturday, 12 July, 14

commonly defined as the energy required to increase the surface area of the liquid by
one unit [1]. For a system with volume V , composed of N molecules at temperature
T we write
γ=



∂F
∂A



(1.28)

T,V,N

which has dimensions of energy per area and is typically expressed in units of mJ/m2 .
We can also consider surface tension from a mechanical point of view. A molecule
in the bulk of the liquid feels an attractive force from each of its nearest neighbours.
The molecule is pulled equally in every direction and experiences no net force. However, a molecule at a curved surface is missing some of its nearest neighbours and only
feels cohesive forces on the sides of the molecule which neighbour the liquid. This
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imbalance results in a net force pulling the molecule at the surface inward toward the
bulk of the liquid 2 .
The manifestation of surface tension in everyday life is remarkable. Insects such as
water striders rely on surface tension to walk on water. The insect’s feet deform the
liquid interface causing an increase in its surface area. The water resists this change,
behaving like a thin elastic sheet and supporting the weight of the insect. The same
effect is seen in common laboratory demos when an object denser than water such
as a paper clip floats after being carefully placed onto the liquid interface. Adding a
drop of surfactant to the liquid, such as soap lowers the surface tension and the paper
clip immediately sinks to the bottom of the dish.
Now, returning to the curved interface depicted in Fig. 1.8, we consider the pressure difference between the inside and outside of the surface. To understand this
pressure difference, known as Laplace pressure, we simplify the problem and consider
a spherical drop of radius R. Following the discussion of Laplace pressure presented
in [1], let us imagine a drop of oil suspended in water. Suppose we increase the radius
of the drop by dR. The work done by capillary forces (surface tension) and pressure
is
δW = −Po dVo − Pw dVw + γow dA

(1.29)

where the subscripts o and w refer to oil and water respectively: dVo and dVw are
the changes in volume, dA is the change in surface area of the drop, Po and Pw are
the pressures in the liquids and γow is the interfacial tension. For a spherical drop we
have dVo = 4πR2 dR and dA = 8πRdR. Conservation of volume requires dVo = −dVw
giving

δW = −(Po − Pw )(4πR2 dR) + γow 8πRdR.

(1.30)

At equilibrium δW = 0 and we have
2

It should be emphasized that this is an overly simplistic treatment of the problem. In particular,
the net force acting on the molecule is only inward in the case of a curved surface. Here we have
only considered the attractive forces between molecules, but a proper description must also take into
account repulsive forces arising from pressure. For a perfectly flat surface, a molecule feels a force
parallel to the interface, a result which is surprisingly non-trivial and often misunderstood. See [27]
for example.
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∆P = Po − Pw =

2γow
.
R

(1.31)

Of course, Eq. 1.31 describes the pressure jump across the surface of a drop for any
two fluids if we simply replace γow by the appropriate interfacial tension. Eq. 1.31
explains why small oil drops merge into larger ones when oil and water are mixed.
Smaller drops have a higher Laplace pressure and are therefore less stable compared
to larger drops. The same effect is observed when two soap bubbles, one large and one
small, join allowing air to flow between them. The small bubble has a higher pressure
than the larger one, resulting in a pressure gradient which drives flow. Fluids flow
from areas of high pressure toward lower pressure regions, so the small bubble empties
into the larger one.
The above expression for Laplace pressure can also be generalized to any curved
surface,

∆P = γκ

(1.32)

where the curvature of the surface, κ, is defined in terms of the radii of curvature,
R1 and R2 as κ = 1/R1 + 1/R2 . Quite simply, Eq. 1.32 tells us that curvature at an
interface results in a pressure caused by surface tension. One consequence of this fact
is that for an interface with non-constant curvature, there exists a pressure gradient
along the interface of the fluid. In general, pressure gradients result in flow.
Consider the interface shown in Fig. 1.8(a). Such a surface geometry is only
dependent on the x coordinate so the interface can be described by a function h =
h(x). In this case the curvature of the interface can be written as [28]

κ=

−∂x2 h

[1 + (∂x h)2 ]3/2

.

(1.33)

Assuming the height gradients are small (the so-called lubrication approximation
which will be discussed in detail in Section 1.4.1), [1 + (∂x h)2 ] ≈ 1 and Eq. 1.33
simplifies to κ ≈ −∂x2 h. Therefore the local Laplace pressure in the fluid is given by
P (x) ≈ −γ∂x2 h.
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Therefore according to Eq. 1.34, regions of the interface which are concave up have
a lower pressure than those which are concave down. This is shown in Fig. 1.8, where
the signs at points (1) and and (2) indicate the the pressure is lower at point (1)
compared to point (2). Since fluid flows from regions of high pressure toward regions
of low pressure, in this case, fluid will flow from (1) to (2) to level the interface and
minimize the surface area of the system.
The physics of Papers 2 and 3 can be summarized in the simplest possible terms
by stating that Laplace pressure gradients which arise because of surface tension drive
a fluid with a non-equilibrium surface geometry to level.

1.4.1

Capillary driven flows and the thin film equation

Papers 2 and 3 make extensive use of the thin film equation (TFE) to describe surface tension driven flows in thin polymer films. In this section we develop the thin
film equation, starting from the Navier-Stokes equation and applying the lubrication
approximation. The Navier Stokes equation which is a statement of Newton’s second
law per unit volume of fluid reads
ρ



∂v
+ v · ∇v
∂t



= −∇P + η∇2 v + f

(1.35)

where v = (vx , vy , vz ) is the velocity field and f are body forces (such as gravity) per
unit volume acting on the fluid. The left side of Eq. 1.35 is the inertial term and
describes the acceleration while the right hand side is the summation of the forces
acting on a unit of fluid: pressure, viscous forces and body forces. We also introduce
the incompressibility condition
∇ · v = 0.

(1.36)

In general, Navier-Stokes equation represents a significant mathematical challenge
due to the fact that it is system of coupled, second order non-linear equations. To
date the equation remain unsolved. However in certain limits the problem becomes
tractable. Our first simplification comes from considering the Reynolds number, Re,
which evaluates the relative importance of inertial to viscous forces in the system and
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the capillary length, lc which is length scale beyond which gravity must be considered:
h0 ρv
Re =
η
r
γ
lc =
ρg

(1.37)
(1.38)

where h0 is the typical length scale in the system and v is a characteristic flow velocity.
The experiments presented in Papers 2 and 3 are performed using polymer films with
a thickness h0 ∼ 100 nm which have viscosity η ∼ 1 MPa s and surface tension

γ ∼ 30 mN/m. The flow velocity is characterized by the capillary velocity, vc = γ/η.

These parameters give Re  1 and lc ∼ 1 mm  h0 . Therefore, gravity is negligible
and since the Reynolds number is small, we assume viscous forces dominate and
ignore the inertial terms of Eq. 1.35. In these conditions, the Navier-Stokes equation
reduces to
− ∇P + η∇2 v = 0

(1.39)

which is known as Stokes equation. Expanding Eq. 1.39 we have the following system
of partial differential equations:

 2

∂P
∂ vx ∂ 2 vx ∂ 2 vx
−
+η
+
+
=0
∂x
∂x2
∂y 2
∂z 2
 2

∂P
∂ vy ∂ 2 vy ∂ 2 vy
+η
+
+
=0
−
∂y
∂x2
∂y 2
∂z 2
 2

∂P
∂ vz ∂ 2 vz ∂ 2 vz
+η
+
+
= 0.
−
∂z
∂x2
∂y 2
∂z 2

(1.40a)
(1.40b)
(1.40c)

Papers 2 and 3 study films which are invariant in the y-direction so vy = 0 and
all ∂y terms vanish leaving a two dimensional problem. We now apply the lubrication
approximation which assumes l  h where l is the typical length scale in the x-

direction (parallel to the interface) and h is the typical length scale in the z-direction
(perpendicular to the interface). The two main consequences of the lubrication approximation are: 1) flow in the z-direction is negligible so vz ≈ 0 and 2) flow gradients
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are only significant in z, ∂z vx  ∂x vx . Therefore, Stokes equations simplify to

−

∂ 2v
∂P
+η 2 =0
∂x
∂z
∂P
= 0.
∂z

(1.41a)
(1.41b)

where we have defined v ≡ vx (z) for simplicity. For boundary conditions, we assume

no slip at the solid/liquid interface so v(0) = 0, and no shear at the liquid/air interface,
∂z v|z=h = 0 where h is the film thickness. As discussed in Section 1.4, pressure
gradients are attributed to Laplace pressure gradients in the x-direction which arise
due to non-constant curvature at the liquid/air interface. In particular, P = P (x).
Therefore integrating Eq. 1.41a with respect to z gives
∂v
1
=
∂z
η



∂P
z + C1
∂x



(1.42)

where C1 is a constant of integration. We integrate again to obtain
1
v(z) =
η



∂P z 2
+ C1 z + C2
∂x 2



(1.43)

where another constant of integration, C2 has been introduced. Applying the no-slip
and no-shear boundary conditions we arrive at

v(z) =


1 ∂P 2
z − 2zh
2η ∂x

(1.44)

which is a parabolic flow profile commonly referred to as Poiseuille flow.
We now the define the flow rate Q as the amount of fluid flowing into a cross
section per unit time:
Q=

Z

0

h

v(z)dz = −

1 ∂P 3
h.
3η ∂x

(1.45)

The incompressibility condition, Eq. 1.36 requires that volume is conserved so we
must have ∂x Q = −∂t h. Therefore using Eq. 1.45, conservation of volume implies
∂h
1 ∂
−
∂t
3η ∂x



3 ∂P

h
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Finally, applying Eq. 1.34 which says that within the lubrication approximation, the
Laplace pressure is given by P (x) ≈ −γ∂x2 h we arrive at the thin film equation
∂h
γ ∂
+
∂t
3η ∂x



3
3∂ h
h
= 0.
∂x3

(1.47)

which describes the levelling of a non-equilibrium interface where the flow is driven
by surface tension and mediated by viscosity.
From an analytical perspective, one important feature of Eq. 1.47 is that it permits
self-similar solutions of the form h(x, t) = h(x/t1/4 ), a fact which is exploited in
Papers 2 and 3. In these works, TFE is numerically solved by non-dimensionalizing
the equation through the change of variables, H = h/h0 , X = x/x0 and T =

γt
.
3ηh0

This allows us to write a dimensionless version of the thin film equation

3
∂T H + ∂X H 3 ∂X
H =0

(1.48)

which has self-similar solutions F (U ) = H(X, T ) where U = X/T 1/4 . Further details
on the analytical treatment of the TFE used in Papers 2 and 3 can be found in [29–31]
for example. These works are the result of a fruitful collaboration with Prof. Elie
Raphael’s theory group (ESPCI, Paris) while the experiments were carried out at
McMaster University. Details of the experiments are described in [11, 12, 32].

1.4.2

Marangoni effect

We now turn our attention to the Marangoni effect, which is the flow of liquid along an
interface due to the presence of a surface tension gradient. The most common example
of the Marangoni effect is the phenomenon known as ‘tears of wine’. Imagine slowly
swirling a glass of wine so that the sides of the glass are coated in a thin layer of
wine. The surface area of the fluid coating the glass is high so evaporation happens
quickly. Both water and alcohol evaporate but alcohol is more volatile than water,
which results in a liquid film with a higher concentration of water compared to the
wine in the glass. Water has a higher surface tension than alcohol and therefore the
fluid coating the glass has a higher surface tension than the wine below. The gradient
in surface tension between the wine in the glass and the fluid coating the glass induces
flow. Wine flows up the glass from the region of low surface tension, toward the area
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of Marangoni driven instabilities in a thin liquid film which
is heated from below. If there is a perturbation to the free surface, the region of
fluid which is closer to the heat source is warmer than the fluid in the surrounding
regions. Surface
tension decreases with temperature so the surface tension is lower at
Sunday, 13 July, 14
x compared to y. This surface tension gradient induces flow. Under certain conditions
this effect leads to convection cells in the fluid. The wavelength of these cells scales
with the depth of the fluid: λ ∼ h.

of high surface tension. As the wine flows up the glass it forms drops which fall back
down the glass under their own weight.
Marangoni driven instabilities can be observed when a thin liquid film is heated
from below to induce a temperature gradient ∆T across the film [28,33,34]. If there is
any perturbation to the free surface, the fluid which is closer to the heated substrate
will be hotter than the fluid in the surrounding regions. Since surface tension decreases
with temperature, the regions of interface which are closer to the heat source have
a lower surface tension compared to those farther from the substrate. This is shown
schematically in Fig. 1.9, where the surface tension at point x is lower than at y.
The gradient in surface tension drives flow. As shown in Fig. 1.9, fluid flows away
from the areas of low surface tension (x) toward areas of high surface tension (y).
As liquid is pulled away from the low surface tension regions, fluid from below must
come in to take its place. Normally, the surface tension driven flow is mediated by
viscosity and thermal diffusion, and the interface simply flattens. However, under
28
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certain conditions, the process described above is amplified establishing convection
cells in the fluid. The ratio between surface forces and dissipation due to thermal
diffusivity and viscosity is expressed by the Marangoni number
M =−

dγ h∆T
dT ηα

(1.49)

where α is the thermal diffusivity. It has been shown that for a there is some critical Marangoni number, Mc , above which instabilities occur [28, 36]. For M > Mc
surface tension drives the formation of convection cells. It has been established that
the wavelength of these cells scales with the depth of the fluid, λ ∼ h [28, 35–38].
Marangoni driven convection is fundamental to the work presented in Paper 1.

At the most basic level, the Marangoni effect is a surface tension driven process.
In the example of tears of wine discussed above, surface tension gradients arise because of concentration gradients in the liquid. For the case of a heated liquid film,
surface tension gradients which occur because of temperature gradients may lead to
the formation of convection cells. In either case, a surface tension gradient results in
flow.

1.5

Thin films

Up until this point, we have primarily discussed the physics of polymers in bulk
systems. All of the papers presented in this work involve thin polymer films. Polymers
which have been confined to thin films often exhibit remarkably different properties
from those in the bulk state [39–41]. Many of the surprising phenomena observed
in thin polymer films stem from two major differences between thin films and bulk
systems. Firstly, the surface-to-volume ratio is dramatically greater in a thin film
compared to the bulk. Secondly, in thin films polymer molecules are confined to a
small space and thus the chains explore a smaller volume than in the bulk. The idea of
confinement is explored in Paper 4, where polymers are confined to films thinner than
the equilibrium size of the molecule which results in a non-equilibirum entanglement
network. By probing the temporal evolution of the entanglement network we are able
to learn about chain conformations under confinement.
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Spincoating

In addition to the effects discussed above, the process of film preparation itself may
lead to non-equilibrium effects that are not observed in bulk systems. Thin polymer films typically inherit their structure through the process of spin coating. A
small amount of polymer solution is dropped onto a substrate which is then rapidly
rotated. Initially, most of the solvent is ejected. The remaining solvent rapidly evaporates typically leaving behind a glassy polymer film with a thickness on the order of
nanometres to microns.
It has been well established that the violent spincoating process leaves polymer
chains out of their equilibrium conformation [41–47]. This effect is often attributed
to the rapid evaporation of solvent during spinning but the precise details of both the
non-equilibirum chain conformations and the factors affecting their formation remain
unknown. Annealing a spincast film above Tg allows the mobile chains to relax toward
their equilibrium state. It has been shown that for a sufficiently thick, well annealed
film, the chain conformations are the same as those in the bulk [6]. One question
that has been frequently addressed in recent literature is - how long does it take for
a spin-cast polymer film to recover bulk-like behaviour?
Recent work by Barbero and Steiner [46] and Thomas et al . [41] has probed
the effect of annealing on the viscosity of a spincast film. In particular, Thomas
et al . characterize the annealing time required for a spincast film to recover bulk
rheology and find that the process takes several orders of magnitude longer than the
reptation time [41]. Work by Raegan et al . has shown that the behaviour of spin
cast films is strongly dependent on conditions of film preparation [43]. Furthermore,
the authors find that the recovery of bulk-like behaviour for high Mw spincast films
requires months of annealing above Tg , a conclusion similar to the one presented
in [41]. These results are in conflict with the idea that the longest relaxation time in
a polymer melt is τR . In Paper 4 we address the issue of non-equlibirum behaviour
in spin-cast films by directly probing the temporal evolution of the entanglement
network as a function of annealing time. In contrast to the works discussed above,
we find that the entanglement network relaxes on a timescale on the order of τR .
Spincoating is also used industrially to apply coatings and has applications to
a diverse range of technologies including solar cell production, the development of
30
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Figure 1.10: Optical image of a non-uniform spin-cast polymer film. This image
(1400 µm across) shows a polystyrene film spincast from toluene. The centre of the
image corresponds to the axis of rotation of the spincoater.
Sunday, 13 July, 14

polymer based semiconductors and biomedical engineering. In most circumstances
spincoating produces high quality uniform films, however under certain conditions
spincast films exhibit non-uniform surface topographies such as the one shown in
Fig. 1.10. Since the spincoating process is so prevalent, much effort has gone into
characterizing the factors giving rise to such topographies [38,48–54]. Despite this, the
formation of non-unifom spincast films remains a practical problem in both research
laboratories and industrial settings.
Some authors have proposed that spincoating from solvent blends or in an environment saturated with solvent may suppress the formation of non-uniform films
[50–52, 55]. Although these techniques are routinely tried in research laboratories,
they are often cumbersome and their success depends on the particular combination of polymer/solvent in use. Furthermore, a thorough description of the physics
governing the formation of non-uniform spincast films remains elusive.
In Paper 1 we address these issues by presenting a simple technique to avoid the
formation of non-uniform spincast films. Furthermore, we are able to understand the
physics governing the system in terms of the Marangoni effect, which was outlined in
Section 1.4.2.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Details
The full details of each experiment are clearly outlined in the papers. Here we give
a brief overview of the experimental techniques, particularly focusing on details not
included in the papers which may be useful for those attempting similar sample
preparation. All sample preparation begins by spincoating thin polymer films onto
either Si substrates or freshly cleaved mica. Typical film thicknesses range from
50 < h < 600 nm. Almost all the experiments presented in the papers use polystyrene
(PS) with molecular weights ranging from 8.8 < Mw < 1140 kg/mol. In Papers 2
and 3 we follow the spincoating procedure outlined in Section 1.5.1. However, in
Papers 1 and 4 we use a specially designed spincoater setup which allows us to easily
and accurately adjust the spincoating temperature. The details of this setup are
outlined in Section 2.1. In either case, to obtain high quality films we keep the
spin speed (ω) in the range 2000 < ω < 5000 rpm. We note that for most of the
work presented here, the cleaning of substrates prior to spincoating was was kept to a
minimum. In particular, it was found that when Si is properly cleaved most additional
treatments such as solvent cleaning offer little to no improvement and in many cases
reduce the cleanliness of the substrate. The only standard treatment was to spray
both the Si and mica substrates with a jet of nitrogen immediately after cleaving to
remove any large pieces of dust which may result from the cleaving process. In certain
cases, the Si wafers were also exposed to air plasma and rinsed with water, methanol
and toluene prior to spincoating.
The second stage of sample preparation which was common to the papers pre33
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sented in this thesis is an initial annealing (pre-annealing) of the freshly spincast
films. This removes any residual solvent left in the film after spincoating and relaxes stresses in the film induced by spincoating. In most cases, the pre-annealing
was done in a home built vacuum oven and the films were always annealed for at
least 5τR . It was shown in Paper 4 that as-cast films equilibrate on a timescale on
the order of τR so our pre-annealing procedure is more than sufficient to ensure the
chains have relaxed to their equilibrium state 1 . Annealing procedures were particularly important for Paper 4 since reptation times, which were used extensively in
the analysis, depend exponentially on temperature. Therefore, our experiments were
sensitive to temperature gradients of only a few degrees. To combat this problem a
specially designed annealing setup for which the temperature of the sample is known
to within 1◦ C was used. A detailed description of this annealing setup can be found
in [32]. These annealing procedures were originally implemented in the experiments
presented in Paper 4 but were also applied to all other experiments presented in this
thesis.
We will now proceed to describe the sample preparation techniques particular to
each project.

2.1

Spincoating

Here, we explain the specially designed spincoating setup used in Paper 1. A schematic
of the setup is shown in Fig. 2.1. The substrate is placed onto a large aluminum disk
which we refer to as the spincoater ‘chuck’. The spincoating temperature is controlled
by changing the temperature of the chuck. First, to ensure good heat transfer between the chuck and substrate, the substrate is forced into contact with the chuck
using four small screws. The screws make contact with the substrate only at its very
edges so as to not impede the spincoating process. In addition, we use 20 × 20 mm

Si wafers (rather than the 10 × 10 mm wafers which are typically used for the type of

experiments in this thesis) to further ensure that the screws interfere with a minimal
1

In Paper 4 it was shown that spin-cast films inherit a non-equilibrium entanglement network.
Through crazing measurements it was found that the entanglement network relaxes on a timescale
on the order of one bulk reptation. Therefore, annealing for at least 5τR is sufficient to ensure an
equilibrium entanglement network within the resolution of a crazing measurement.
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Experimental Setup

T
Figure 2.1: Schematic of the spincoating setup used in Paper 1. The substrate placed
onto a temperature controlled aluminum block which we refer to as the ‘chuck’ and
held in place with screws to ensure good thermal contact. A thermocouple embedded
into the block is used to monitor its temperature. The polymer solution is deposited
onto the substrate. The entire system is rotated and the temperature of the chuck
is recorded immediately prior to spinning. Note that this schematic is not drawn to
scale. The size of the substrate/solution is negligible compared to the chuck.
Sunday, 13 July, 14

area of the substrate and do not affect spincoating.
The chuck/substrate is then either placed onto a heater or in a cooled environment. A thermocouple is embedded into the chuck to monitor its temperature. We
emphasize that since the thermocouple is deeply embedded into the chuck and sits
directly below the substrate it provides an accurate measure of the temperature of
the Si wafer. Once the chuck reaches the desired temperature, it is transferred to
a commercial spincoating apparatus (Headway Research Inc., Model PWM32). We
then deposit solution onto the substrate. Next, the temperature of the chuck is
recorded, the thermocouple is removed from the chuck and we begin rotating the
chuck/substrate. It is important to note that these steps are done as rapidly as possible so the temperature we measure is an accurate measure of the temperature at
the start of spinning. Furthermore, since the substrate/solution is in good thermal
contact with the chuck and the thermal mass of the substrate/solution is negligible
compared to the chuck, we make the assumption that the temperature of the chuck
is that of the solution at the start of spinning. This assumption was validated by
placing a second thermocouple into the solution immediately prior to spinning. It
was found that the temperature of the solution and chuck were within 1◦ C which is
within experimental error. Once this was confirmed, we proceeded to record only the
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temperature of the chuck since a setup involving multiple thermocouples is cumbersome.
Spincoating at different temperatures was also done in Paper 1. In this work an
earlier version of the spincoating setup described above and shown in Fig. 2.1 was
used. In this version of the setup, the thermocouple was simply placed onto the
chuck and held in place using either electrical tape or a small weight. Also, this
version of the setup did not involve screwing the substrate into contact with the
chuck. Nevertheless, the thermal contact between the substrate and chuck was good
and the thermocouple provided an accurate measure of the temperature of the chuck.
The same test described above where the temperature of the solution was measured
and compared to the temperature of the chuck was performed. It was still found that
the temperature of the solution and chuck were the same within experimental error.
Finally, we note that in Paper 1 it was found that spincoating at temperatures
below room temperature can help suppress the formation of non-uniform films. In
Paper 1 the cooling is achieved by placing the chuck setup described above into a
cooled environment. However, we emphasize that the same effect may be achieved
using any standard spincoating setup by simply placing the solution in a fridge for
several minutes prior to spinning.

2.2

Capillary levelling

Here we describe the sample preparation techniques used in the capillary levelling
experiments presented in Papers 2 and 3. First we describe ‘step levelling’ which
is an experimental technique used to measure rheological properties in thin polymer
films. Step levelling was developed in [11, 12] and the sample preparation procedures
used in Papers 1 and 2 are based on the techniques presented in [11,12]. Furthermore,
in Papers 2 and 3 we use step levelling to measure capillary velocities.
Briefly, as shown in Fig. 2.2 samples are prepared with an initial height profile that
is accurately described as a Heaviside function. When the sample is annealed above
Tg , capillary forces drive the step to level toward the equilibrium state of a flat film.
By measuring the temporal evolution of the film height profile we can extract the
capillary velocity, γ/η. The full details of both the sample preparation and analysis
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h2
h1

anneal T > Tg

Figure 2.2: Schematic of a step levelling experiment. Samples are prepared with
a geometry that is well described by a Heaviside step function. As the sample is
annealed at T > Tg , capillary forces drives the step to level. By following the time
evolution of the film height profile, the capillary velocity γ/η can be extracted as
outline in [11, 12]

can be found in [11, 12, 29, 30]. Further experimental details can be found in [32].
Sunday, 13 July, 14

2.2.1

Steps

Here we outline the procedure for preparing a polymer film with a stepped bilayer
geometry. We begin by spincoating a film with thickness h1 on silicon and a film of
thickness h2 onto mica. We now consider two cases: low Mw films and high Mw films.
For the case of low molecular weight films (Mw near or below Me ), the preparation
is relatively straightforward. The film of thickness h2 is floated off the mica substrate
onto the surface of a clean water bath (18.2 Mcm, Pall, Cascada, LS). Since Mw ≤
Me , these films readily fracture into many pieces when they are floated onto the

water surface. These pieces of film typically have straight edges on the order of
100 − 1000 µm in length. Next, we pick up one of these pieces using the previously
prepared film of thickness h1 on Si. The straight edges result in a film height profile

that is well approximated as a Heaviside function over length scales long enough
such that we can consider the height profile invariant in the direction orthogonal to
the step (a condition necessary to apply the lubrication approximation outlined in
Section 1.4.1).
For the case of high Mw films, the process is significantly more involved. When
a well entangled film (Mw > Me ) is floated onto the surface of a water bath it does
not fracture into pieces with clean edges since the entanglements in the film greatly
increase its strength. To circumvent this problem, we use the following procedure.
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First, using a scalpel we scribe the film of thickness h2 on mica into a grid of 10 mm ×

10 mm squares. When scribing it is important to apply as little pressure as possible
to avoid the formation of mica dust which may contaminate the film. These 10 mm ×
10 mm sections are then floated onto the surface of a clean water bath. Using a bare,

clean Si substrate, these pieces of film (with thickness h2 ) are picked up. Prior to
this floating step, it can be useful to plasma clean the Si substrate for ≈ 30 seconds.
Doing so slightly changes the equilibrium contact angle between PS and Si which
makes the floating easier. To minimize the number of wrinkles and folds we pick up
the films as follows. Using self-closing tweezers, the plasma cleaned Si substrates are
partially submerged in the water bath and held so that the angle between the water
surface and submerged wafer is between 30 − 45◦ . Using another pair of tweezers one

of the 10 mm × 10 mm sections of film floating on the water surface is gently nudged

toward the Si until it makes contact. The Si is then slowly and gently pulled out of
the water, allowing the water between the film and wafer to gradually evaporate as
the Si is removed.
Once the film of thickness h2 has been successfully floated onto the Si wafer it is
left to dry for ∼ 10 min (this drying stage is crucial to avoid the formation of crazes

during the cracking procedure which will be explained below). Next, using a diamond
scribe, a small 1 mm notch is scribed onto the Si along the crystal axis, avoiding the
film which has been floated onto the wafer if possible. Using the diamond scribe,
pressure is applied to the notch until the Si breaks along the crystal axis. Along this
crack, the PS film will have a clean, straight edge.
Next, the cracked Si wafers are slowly submerged back into the water allowing
the PS film with thickness h2 which now has a clean edge to float off. Finally, these
pieces of film with thickness h2 are picked up using the previously prepared film of
thickness h1 on Si to create a stepped bilayer film. We note that during the final
floating step, it is best to float such that the clean edge is the last to leave the water
surface.
For high Mw the cracking process often results in the formation of crazes along the
split edge. Regions of the edge which are crazed cannot be used for measurement. To
check for crazes, we examine the film using an optical microscope (dark field, 50×).
In many cases the entire edge will be crazed and the sample preparation will need to
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be attempted again. For very high Mw films (Mw > 200 kg/mol) the formation of
crazes makes sample preparation very challenging and only 1 in every 6-10 cracked
films will have clean, craze free edges. In these circumstances, it has been found that
the formation of crazes can be suppressed by cracking the films in liquid nitrogen. In
this case, the Si wafer is submerged in liquid nitrogen and cracked using two pairs of
robust self closing tweezers. The one drawback of this technique is that there may be
Si dust on the film as a result of the more violent cracking process.
Once a sample has been prepared which has a step that appears clean under optical
microscopy, the spot is measured using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to ensure the
initial film height profile is well described as a Heaviside function. Provided this is
true, the sample is annealed on a Linkam hotstage using a heating rate of 90◦ C/min.
As the sample is annealed above Tg capillary forces drive the step to level. After
various times t, the sample is rapidly quenched to room temperature and the film
height profile is measured using AFM. Following the series of AFM measurements,
a scalpel is used to gently scratch the film and expose the Si substrate (very little
pressure is required to scratch the film). The bottom film thickness, h1 is measured
using AFM by scanning a spot on the sample along the scratch where the substrate
and film can be simultaneously imaged.

2.2.2

Trenches

In Paper 3 we study the capillary driven levelling of films with a rectangular trench
geometry. A schematic of this geometry is shown in Fig. 1 of Paper 3. The procedure
used to prepare films with this geometry is similar to the technique used to prepare
low Mw stepped films. We begin by spincoating films of thickness h1 onto Si and
thickness h2 onto mica. The film on mica is floated onto the surface of an ultra pure
water bath. In Paper 3 we work exclusively with low Mw films, so these films break
into pieces as described above. In particular, the film often contains ‘float gaps’ where
the film has broken into two pieces with long straight edges that are separated by
only a few microns. By picking up a piece of film with a float gap using the film of
thickness h1 on Si we create sample with a rectangular trench geometry. The depth
of the trench (distance from the bottom of the trench to the total film thickness,
h1 + h2 ) is h2 . Since the float gaps are long and straight, the width of the trench is
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invariant the lubrication approximation applies.

2.2.3

Surface perturbations

In Paper 2 we study the capillary driven levelling of polymer films with small surface
perturbations. Again, we begin by spincoating a film of thickness hSi onto silicon and
a film of thickness hMi onto mica. The film on mica is scored into 10 mm × 10 mm
sections using a scalpel and these sections are floated onto the surface of an ultra
pure water bath. These sections are then picked up using the previously prepared
films on Si with thickness hSi . During the transfer we intentionally float ‘poorly’ to
create wrinkles and folds in the film, which serve as random surface perturbations.
In contrast to the conventional floating technique where the film on the water surface
is approached from below with a partially submerged substrate, here samples were
prepared by approaching from above - the film of thickness hSi was ‘dunked’ into the
water film side first. Of course this ‘poor’ floating technique greatly increases the
number of folds and wrinkles resulting from the transfer, which is beneficial for this
work. Surface perturbations can also be prepared by depositing a polymer fibre onto
a film or using laser lithography for example. However, if the ultimate goal is simply
to create random perturbations, floating is easiest.
In Paper 2 we work exclusively with low Mw PS so when the film of thickness hMi
is floated onto the water surface, it breaks into many pieces. When the film of thickness hSi is dunked into the water, we attempt to transfer several of these pieces onto
the film. Since these pieces have long straight edges, in addition to creating random
surface perturbations, portions of the sample will also have a stepped bilayer geometry. Using optical microscopy we examine the sample to see if any of the steps are
clean, wrinkle free and suitable for measurement. If no such step exists, small pieces
of film with thickness hMi are floated onto clean regions of the sample until a clean,
straight, wrinkle free step is prepared. In practice, a perfect step is usually created
during the first transfer and subsequent floating is not necessary. We emphasize that
by preparing samples in this manner, each sample has both surface perturbations and
a stepped bilayer. We use the stepped bilayer to measure the viscosity in situ: while
tracking the evolution of the surface perturbation, we also record measurements of
the stepped bilayer on the same sample from which we extract the capillary velocity,
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γ/η. Using this technique, we reduce measurement error associated with small sample
to sample variation.
After the sample is prepared it is annealed for 1 min at 130◦ C. This short anneal
removes any residual water from the system and ensures the floated films are in good
contact with the substrate film. We note that although there is some flow during this
short anneal above Tg , the evolution of the geometry is negligible because subsequent
annealing is performed for longer times at a higher temperature. More importantly,
the t = 0 state is defined after this initial annealing step.
Finally, the sample is examined under an optical microscope and a perturbation
which has a height profile that is invariant in one direction is chosen for measurement
(i.e. the height of the perturbation can be taken as h = h(x, t) which allows us to
apply the lubrication approximation). Initial height profiles of both the perturbation
and step were recorded using AFM. Samples were then annealed on a Linkam hotstage
at 140◦ C using a heating rate of 90◦ C/min. Following various times t, the sample is
quenched to room temperature and height profiles of both the surface perturbation
and stepped bilayer are measured with AFM.

2.3

Crazing

Here an outline of the sample preparation techniques used in Paper 4 is presented.
In this work two types of samples were prepared: monolayers (single PS film) and
bilayers (two PS films stacked on top of each other). For the case of monolayers,
films of thickness h ≈ 100 nm were spincast onto mica. These films were annealed for

various times t in a home built vacuum oven (pressure ∼ 10−5 mbar) at 130◦ C. As
detailed at the start of Chapter 2, the temperature of the sample is known to within

1◦ C which is crucial for accurate crazing measurements. After annealing, a scalpel
was used to gently score the film into 10 mm × 10 mm squares which were floated off

the mica onto the surface of an ultra pure water bath. These sections of film were
picked up across a fixed 1.5 mm gap between two aluminum blocks. Before films were
floated onto the blocks, the blocks were cleaned using acetone and Kimwipes. The
blocks were also regularly polished using very fine sandpaper and then sonicated in
toluene to remove any aluminum dust left behind after polishing.
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After floating, the films were allowed to dry for at least 30 minutes. Next, the
aluminum blocks were attached to a translation stage and the gap between the blocks
was unfixed, allowing the two blocks to be pulled apart from one another. The blocks
were then slowly pulled apart until crazes were visible under an optical microscope.
A constant strain rate of  = 2 × 10−3 s was used and samples were strained to approximately  = 0.1. We emphasize that crazing was performed at room temperature

under ambient conditions. We also note that if the films are not left to dry for a
sufficient amount of time, the films may not readily craze when strained. Finally,
we stress that the edges of the aluminum blocks must be sharp and clean to avoid
slippage of the film at the blocks and to ensure crazes do not nucleate from dirt pieces
on the aluminum.
Once the PS films were crazed, the gap between the blocks was fixed and the
freestanding film was transferred to a clean Si substrate, allowing surface forces to
pull the crazed film into contact with the substrate. A scalpel was used to gently
scratch the film and expose the Si substrate. By measuring an appropriate spot along
a scratch, the height of a craze, hc and the height of the film, h can be simultaneously
determined.
For the case of bilayer films the sample preparation process is as follows. First
films of thickness hm ≈ 50 nm were spincast onto mica. Films were annealed in

the home built vacuum oven for 48 hours at 150◦ C. This pre-annealing step, which
was not part of the monolayer sample preparation ensures that the spincast films
have fully a equilibrated entanglement network. After annealing, a film of thickness
hm was floated onto the surface of an ultra pure water bath. We note that for
these experiments using perfectly cleaved mica helps to ensure that the entire film of
thickness hm floats cleanly off the mica surface without breaking or wrinkling. Next,
a second film with thickness hm on mica was held using self closing tweezers and
carefully placed onto the floating film with the polymer side down, thereby creating
a bilayer film of total thickness 2hm . The bilayers were then annealed under ambient
conditions on a Linkam hostage at 130◦ C for various times tb . After annealing, the
bilayers were crazed using the procedure described above.
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Chapter 3
The papers
In this chapter a brief summary of each of the works I have contributed to over
the duration of my M.Sc. is presented. I was not the primary contributor to all of
the works presented below. For each project my particular contributions are clearly
explained. Following the description of each work and the outline of my contributions,
the paper is presented.
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Summary of paper 1
Controlling Marangoni induced instabilities in spin-cast polymer films: how to prepare
uniform films
Paul D. Fowler, Céline Ruscher, Joshua D. McGraw, James Forrest, and Kari DalnokiVeress, to be submitted to European Physical Journal E (2014).
This paper addresses the formation of non-uniform surface topographies in spincast polymer films. Although spincoating typically produces flat films, under certain
conditions the process results in films with non-uniform surface topographies. Since
spincoating is relied upon in both research and industrial settings as a technique to
prepare high quality polymer films, the formation of such topographies is a practical
problem. Furthermore, a thorough description of the physics governing the formation
of non-uniform spincast films remains elusive. In this paper we attempt to address
both these problems. We have presented a simple technique to avoid the formation
of non-uniform films. Additionally our experiments indicate that non-uniformities in
the film thickness form as a result of the Marangoni effect.
For this work, I designed the experiment and developed the sample preparation
techniques in collaboration with my supervisor and James Forrest. I performed initial
experiments, wrote the MATLAB codes which were used for the data analysis and performed preliminary analysis which confirmed this project’s feasibility. Céline Ruscher
joined the research group as a visiting student and I co-supervised her throughout her
time in the lab. Most of the experiments appearing in the paper were performed by C.
Ruscher. Additionally, C. Ruscher completed preliminary data analysis. I performed
further analysis and wrote the first draft of the manuscript.
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Abstract. In both research and industrial settings spin coating is extensively used to prepare thin polymer
films. Typically spin coating produces highly uniform films, however under certain conditions the spin
coating process results in films with non-uniform surface morphologies. Although the spin coating process
has been extensively studied, the origin of these morphologies is not fully understood and the formation
of non-uniform spincast films remains a practical problem. Here we report on experiments indicating that
the formation of surface instabilities during spin coating is dependent on temperature. Our results suggest
that non-uniform spin-cast films form as a result of the Marangoni effect. Furthermore, we find that both
the wavelength and amplitude of the pattern increase with temperature. Finally, and most important from
a practical viewpoint, the non-uniformities in the film thickness can be entirely avoided simply by lowering
the the spin coating temperature.

1 Introduction
Spincoating is widely used to produce uniform thin films
and has a diverse range of industrial applications including biomedical coatings, microelectronics, and solar cell
technology [1–3]. A small amount of polymer dissolved
in some volatile solvent is deposited onto a flat substrate
which is then rapidly spun (or already spinning) causing
most of the solution to be ejected from the substrate. The
remaining solvent evaporates leaving behind a polymer
film with thicknesses typically on the order of nanometres to microns. In many circumstances this process produces highly uniform films, however under certain conditions spin coating results in films with non-uniform surface
morphologies, such as the one shown in fig. 1. Because of
its prevalence as a preparation technique, the spincoating process has been widely studied and much effort has
gone into characterizing the factors giving rise to such
morphologies [4–12]. Although much is known about the
spincoating of films, the formation of non-uniform spincast films remains a practical problem in both industrial
settings and research laboratories.
One of the first successful theoretical models of spincoating was developed by Emslie et al. [13] who solved the
equations of motion for a non-volatile Newtonian fluid on
a rotating disk, by equating centrifugal and viscous forces.
Although this model captures the fundamental physics of
a
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a)

b)

c)

500 µm
Fig. 1. Optical microscopy images of the typical ‘flowering
morphology’ observed in our experiments. (a) The centre of
the image corresponds to the axis of rotation of the spincoater,
which we refer to as the ‘spinning centre’. Near the spinning
centre, the pattern is isotropic and has a well defined wavelength. (b), (c) Farther from the spinning centre, the morphology turns to striations in the film, which point radially outward
from the spinning centre.
Sunday, 15 December, 13

spin coating, the actual process is significantly more complicated. In practice, films are typically spin-cast from
polymer solutions, meaning effects such as surface tension, shear thinning and elasticity must be considered.
Furthermore, as spinning proceeds, the properties of the
solution change due to solvent evaporation. Later models incorporated some of these effects. In [14], Flack et
al., proposed a model which includes the non-Newtonian
properties of the solution as well as changes in the solution viscosity due to solvent evaporation. This model
breaks the spincoating process into two stages, the first
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controlled by viscous radial flow of the solution and the
second dominated by solvent evaporation. One major success of this model is its successful prediction of the experimentally observed dependence of film thickness on spin
speed. Later work [15–18] further investigated the effects
of solvent evaporation on the properties of spin-cast films.
In [16, 17] the authors suggest that the concentration of
solvent is constant except in a thin boundary region adjacent to the solution/air interface. For the cases of both
slow and rapid solvent evaporation, it is found that the
final thickness of the spin-cast film depends on the thickness of the boundary layer. Bornside et al. proposed a
similar model [18] which incorporates variations in viscosity and diffusivity across the thickness of the film. It is
found that under certain conditions, a region of low solvent concentration develops at the free surface. Since this
surface layer has a high viscosity and low diffusivity, it behaves like a ‘solid skin’ which retards solvent evaporation.
The authors propose that if solvent evaporation is rapid
enough, the solid skin will develop while there is still flow
in the liquid below, leading to hydrodynamic instabilities.
This, in turn, causes inhomogeneities in the film. Such
morphologies have been observed in the literature, [4,7–
10, 19] leading to many further studies on the formation of
instabilities during spincoating [11, 20–23]. In particular,
de Gennes proposed a model to describe the formation of
a solid skin or ‘crust’ which includes an estimate for the
minimum film thickness required to develop instabilities
[5,6]. Some authors have argued against crust formation,
instead suggesting the formation of non-uniform films is
driven by the Marangoni effect [4, 10,24, 12]. To date, the
problem remains unsolved and due to the complexity of
the spincoating process, efforts to combat the formation
of non-uniform films are largely empirically based.
Experimentally, the spincoating process has been extensively studied. It is well known that the properties
of a spin-cast film depend on numerous factors including spin speed, solution concentration, solution viscosity
and vapour pressure [1, 19, 25]. More recent literature highlighting the complexity of the process has shown that spincoating may also affect fundamental material properties of
the film such as the entanglement network and viscosity
[26–30]. Despite significant advancements in the understating of spincoating, it remains an outstanding goal to
control the morphology of thin polymer films. One well
studied case is that of phase separation in spin-cast polymer blends. In addition to characterizing how the morphology depends on factors such as polymer concentration and spin speed [31–34], more complex effects have
been investigated, including confinement [35] and the patterning of substrates [36]. Pattern formation in spin-cast
diblock-copolymer films has also received significant attention [37, 38]. Furthermore, many authors have studied
the morphology of films spin-cast from complex solutions
such as colloidal suspensions and sol-gels [4, 39–41].
Here, we are primarily focused on the simple and common case of spincoating a thin film from a polystyrene/toluene solution. As mentioned above, non-uniformities are
typically attributed to either the formation of a crust or

the Marangoni effect. In the case of a Marangoni process,
gradients in surface tension drive the formation of convection cells, which ultimately lead to variations in the
film thickness. Surface tension gradients may arise due to
gradients in temperature or concentration. In either case,
once the surface tension gradient has been established, solution begins to flow from the region of low surface tension,
toward the area of high surface tension. As liquid flows
away from the low surface tension regions, fluid must come
in to take its place. Under certain conditions, this effect is
amplified and convection cells form. The Marangoni effect
has been used to explain pattern formation in spin-cast
films and in films formed through the drying of a polymer solution [10,12, 24, 42]. The details of the Marangoni
effect have been known for years [43–45,21,46, 47, 22] but
to date there are few experimental techniques to combat
the formation of Marangoni induced instabilities in spincast films. In [18] it was suggested that saturating the
environment above the solution/air interface with solvent
may help to prevent the development of instabilities. Although this technique is routinely used in many research
laboratories, the setup can be cumbersome and its success
depends on the particular combination of polymer/solvent
in use. Other authors have proposed that by appropriately
mixing solvents, instabilities can be avoided [7]. Though
also practiced in many laboratories, this approach can be
tedious and depends on many factors like the molecular
weight of the polymer, solubility, solvent ratios and potentially phase separation during spincoating.
In this work we have systematically studied the effects of temperature on the formation of non-uniformities
in spin-cast polymer films. We find that the wavelength
and amplitude of the morphology is dependent on the
spinocating temperature. Furthermore, our results show
that the wavelength of the pattern scales with the film
thickness which suggests that the formation of thickness
variations is driven by a Marangoni process. From a practical perspective, we find that non-uniformities in the film
thickness can be entirely avoided, simply by decreasing
the spin-coating temperature.

2 Experiment
Samples were prepared using polystyrene (PS) with of
nine different weight averaged molecular weights, 8.8 ≤
Mw ≤ 758.9 kg/mol, each with a polydispersity index less
than 1.10 (Polymer Source, Inc.). Experiments were also
performed using a symmetric diblock co-polymer, poly(styrene-methyl methacrylate) (PS-PMMA) with a total
molecular weight of 211 kg/mol and a polydispersity index
of 1.13 (Polymer Source Inc.). Each polymer was dissolved
into toluene (Fisher Scientific, Optima grade) in various
weight fractions ranging from φ = 1.5 to φ = 4.5 wt%.
Films were spincast onto clean 20 mm × 20 mm Si wafers
(University Wafer) using a spin speed of ω = 4000 rpm.
The resulting films ranged in thickness from 100-200 nm.
Spincoating was performed using a simple setup which
allowed control of the spincoating temperature. Si wafers
were placed onto a large home made aluminum disk, which
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Fig. 2. (a) IE measurement of the topography of a spin-cast
film near the spinning centre. (b) Typical height profile of a
film. The profile is an average over the region contained in the
black box shown in (a). The amplitude (A), the average film
thickness (h), maximum film thickness (h+ ), minimum film
thickness (h− ) and wavelength (λ) are defined in the plot.

we refer to as the spincoater chuck, and held in place using small screws. With screws holding the substrate onto
the chuck good thermal contact is ensured. The temperature of the chuck was adjusted by placing it on either a
heater or in a cooled environment. A thermocouple embedded well within the chuck1 was used to monitor its
temperature, which ranged from 15 ≤ T ≤ 60 ◦ C. Once
the chuck reached the desired temperature, it was transferred onto a commercial spincoating apparatus (Headway Research Inc., Model PWM32). Several drops of the
polymer/toluene solution were placed onto the wafer and
the chuck was rotated at 4000 rpm. Immediately prior to
spinning, the thermocouple temperature was recorded and
then removed from the chuck.
Since the substrate is in good thermal contact with
the chuck and the thermal mass of the solution is negligible compared to the chuck/substrate, we assume that the
temperature of the solution is that of the chuck at the start
1
The thermocouple is inserted through a small diameter hole
that enters deep into the side of the chuck. The contact of
the thermocouple well within the large thermal mass ensures
an accurate temperature reading as well as easy insertion and
removal of the thermocouple.

of spinning. To test this, a second thermocouple was used
to probe the temperature of the solution immediately following its deposition onto the substrate. The temperature
difference between the chuck and solution was less than
1◦ C, which is within experimental error. Having confirmed
that the temperature of the solution can be assumed to
be that of the chuck, for all subsequent experiments only
the temperature of the chuck at the start of spinning was
recorded. We emphasize that spincoating was carried out
under typical spincoating conditions: at ambient temperature and in air. Throughout this work the spincoating
temperature refers to the temperature of the spincoater
chuck at the onset of spinning.
In fig. 1 is shown an optical microscopy (OM) image
of the typical ‘flowering morphology’ observed in our experiments. The variations in the intensity of the greyscale
OM image results from the varying reflectivity of the thin
transparent film atop the reflective substrate. Thus, the
variations in the intensity are related to varying film thickness. Near the centre of the film, the pattern is isotropic
with a well defined wavelength. Toward the edge of the
film, this pattern turns into radial variations in the film
thickness. To characterize this morphology, samples were
imaged using both OM and imaging ellipsometry (IE) (Accurion, EP3). Here we focus on the isotropic region near
the centre of film and investigate how the amplitude and
wavelength of this pattern change with temperature.
Amplitude: Fig. 2(a) shows a typical map of the topography in the central region of the film as measured
with imaging ellipsometry. From images such as these we
are able extract a height profile of the film. In fig. 2(b)
is shown an example of a height profile, where we have
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3 Results and discussion
This section is divided into three parts. In sections 3.1 and
3.2 we present the results of experiments performed with
spincoating temperatures above ambient temperature. We
have systematically studied how both the wavelength and
amplitude of the flowering morphology change with increasing spincoating temperature. We establish that the
formation of the flowering pattern is consistent with a
Marangoni driven process. Finally, in section 3.3 we discuss experiments performed with spincoating temperatures
below ambient temperature. We show that by spin-coating
at cooler temperatures we are able to suppress the formation of non-uniform films.

3.1 Wavelength
In fig. 4 is shown the results of experiments for films spincast from a solution of PS(183k) with φ = 2.5% as a function of the spincoating temperature, T . Fig. 4(a) shows a
plot of the wavelength as a function of spincoating temperature. In fig. 4(b) is shown the average film thickness
plotted as a function of the spincoating temperature. We
find that both the wavelength of the flowering morphology
and the average film thickness increase linearly with spincoating temperature. Combining the data in figs. 4(a) and
(b), we plot the wavelength as a function of the average
film thickness in fig. 4(c).
As mentioned in section 1, non-uniformities in spincast polymer films are typically attributed to either the
formation of a crust at the free surface, or the Marangoni
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defined h as average film thickness and h+ and h− as
the maximum and minimum film thicknesses respectively.
The amplitude (A) is defined as half the height difference between the maximal and minimal film thicknesses.
The wavelength (λ) is defined as the average distance over
which the pattern repeats. For all data shown below, the
reported amplitude is an average over multiple ellipsometry measurements of at least 5 samples.
Wavelength: The wavelength was calculated using a
two-dimensional Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The OM
image of the central region of the film was contrast enhanced prior to the FFT in order to increase the signalto-noise ratio. The inset of fig. 3 shows a typical optical
image, after contrast enhancement along with its FFT.
The bright ring seen in the FFT corresponds to the characteristic frequency in the image. Taking a radial average
of the intensity gives the peak frequency of the flowering
pattern, which is easily converted into the wavelength. In
fig. 3 is shown the plot of radial intensity as a function
of frequency which corresponds to the optical image and
FFT shown the inset of the figure. For all samples analyzed in our experiments, there is sharp peak in the radial
intensity of the FFT, resulting in a well defined wavelength. The reported wavelength represents the average
value of measurements taken from 5 to 10 films.
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Fig. 4. Measurements of the wavelength and average film
thickness as a function of spincoating temperature for films
spin-cast from a φ = 2.5% solution of PS(183k). Here, each
data point represents an average of measurements taken from
many films and the distance from the top to bottom of an error bar is the standard deviation. (a) Plot of wavelength as a
function of spincoating temperature. (b) Plot of average film
thickness as a function of spincoating temperature. (c) Plot of
wavelength as a function of average film thickness, obtained
from the data in (a) and (b).

effect [5,6, 10,12]. The linear relationship between wavelength and average film thickness shown in fig. 4(c) is suggestive of a Marangoni process [24,45, 22]. Marangoni convection is driven by surface tension and there are two clear
mechanisms which can result in surface tension gradients
across the polymer solution. First, since the solution is
heated from below by the spincoater chuck with evaporative cooling at the free interface, there is a temperature
gradient across the solution. If there is any perturbation
to the free surface, the region of solution which is closer
to the heated chuck will be hotter than the fluid which
has been pushed away from the substrate. Since surface
tension decreases with temperature, the regions of interface which are closer to the heated chuck will have a lower
surface tension compared to those farther from the chuck.
This gradient in surface tension drives flow. High surface
tension regions pull fluid along the interface away from the
areas of low surface tension. As solution moves away from
areas of low surface tension, fluid from below flows to take
its place. Normally, this surface tension driven flow is mediated by viscosity and thermal diffusion and the liquid
flattens. However, under certain conditions, the flow induced by surface tension gradients is amplified leading to
the formation of convection cells in the liquid. The balance
between surface forces and dissipation due to thermal diffusivity and viscosity is characterized by the dimensionless
Marangoni number,
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where h is the thickness of the fluid, α the thermal diffusivity and ∆T the temperature gradient across the fluid.
It has been shown that in order for a Marangoni instability to occur, M must exceed some critical value, Mc
[45,48]. Marangoni convection cells can also form as a result of concentration gradients induced by rapid solvent
evaporation. Concentration gradients along the free surface establish surface tension gradients which drive the
formation of convection cells via the mechanism described
above. Due to the complexity of our system, we cannot
determine whether the Marangoni process is triggered by
gradients in temperature or concentration and it may be
the combination of the two effects.
To summarize, we find that both the wavelength of
the flowering morphology and the average film thickness
increase linearly with the spincoating temperature. Together, these results imply that the wavelength scales with
the average film thickness, which is consistent with a Marangoni process [24, 45, 22]. We note that the measurements shown in fig. 4 (a) and (b) were repeated with
varying solution concentrations ranging from φ = 1.5 to
φ = 4.5 and for nine PS molecular weights ranging from
8.8 kg/mol to 759 kg/mol (not shown). In all cases, the
same trend exemplified in fig. 4 (a) and (b) was observed:
the wavelength and average film thickness increase linearly
with temperature.
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In the previous section, we established that the formation
of the flowering morphology is consistent with a Marangoni
process. We now present the results of experiments investigating the affect of temperature on the amplitude of the
flowering pattern. In fig. 5(a) is shown a plot of the amplitude as a function of spincoating temperature for films
spincast from a φ = 2.5% solution of PS(183k). The data
in fig. 5(a) shows that the amplitude increases linearly
with the spincoating temperature. To explain this trend,
we compare with the results of recent studies on the formation of non-uniformities in spin-cast polymer films. In
work by Müller-Buschbaum et al. the morphology of films
spin-cast from various solvents was studied [7]. Qualitatively, the patterns observed in [7] appear similar to those
presented in this work. The authors found that the surface
roughness of the films increased with increasing vapour
pressure. Strawhecker et al. also studied morphologies similar to the flowering patterns seen here and found that the
surface roughness increased as a function of vapour pressure [10]. To explain this result, the authors propose that
the morphologies form during the early stages of spincoating and depend on the competition between two phenomena: 1) The temperature gradient induced by rapid solvent evaporation leads to Marangoni instabilities which
roughen the surface. 2) The solution is driven to level in
order to minimize the surface energy. To describe the competition between these two effects, the authors define the
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Fig. 5. Measurements of the amplitude as a function of spincoating temperature for films spin-cast from a φ = 2.5% solution of PS(183k). Each data point represents an average of
many measurements taken with IE and the distance from the
top to bottom of an error bar is the standard deviation. The
critical temperature Tc is defined by the intersection of the
best-fit straight line with the T axis, as indicated by the vertical dashed line.

ratio between the levelling time and evaporation time as
[10]

Λ=
3.2 Amplitude
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τlevel
ηE
∝
τevap
γρθm+1

(2)

where η, E, γ and ρ are the viscosity, evaporation rate,
surface tension and density of the solvent. θ is the contact
angle of a drop of solution and m a positive exponent. During the early stages of spincoating, the dilute solution has a
low viscosity and there is a competition between the levelling of the surface and the formation of Marangoni induced
roughness. As solvent evaporates, the viscosity increases
and eventually the film ‘freezes’. If the film vitrifies before
the surface has time to level, the resulting film will be
non-uniform. Increasing the evaporation rate, reduces the
time the film has to flatten before it vitrifies, which leads
to rougher films. The authors note that since evaporation
rate increases with vapour pressure this simple picture is
consistent with their experiment results. This model also
explains the trend of increasing roughness with increasing vapour pressure observed in [7]. Similarly, the results
shown in fig 5(a) are consistent with the ideas presented in
[10]. Increasing the spincoating temperature leads to more
rapid solvent evaporation and therefore rougher films. We
also note that increasing the spincoating temperature increases both surface tension gradients and the temperature gradient across the polymer solution while lowering the solution viscosity. Therefore raising the spincoating temperature increases the convection velocity and the
driving force for Marangoni instabilities. Thus, according
to eq. 1 the incerease in the amplitude is consistent with
the increasing value of M as the spincoating temperature
is increased.
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a)

a)

b)

b)

c)

Tc > Ta . However, by sufficiently reducing the spincoating temperature such that T < Tc , we are able to prepare
uniform films, as shown in fig. 6(b).

4 Conclusion
500 µm
100 µm
Fig. 6. Optical microscopy images of films spin-cast from a
φ = 3.5% solution of PS-PMMA. (a) Films spin-cast at room
temperature (Ta ≈ 22◦ C) exhibit a flowering morphology. (b)
Spincoating at T = 15◦ C results in uniform films.
Sunday, 15 December, 13

3.3 Cooling experiments
In the results presented above, we have examined how
increasing the spincoating temperature affects the wavelength and amplitude of the flowering morphology. We
now present the results of experiments performed with
spincoating temperatures below room temperature. In fig.
6 are shown optical microscopy images of two films spincast from the same φ = 3.5% solution of PS-PMMA, one
at room temperature, the other at T = 15◦ C. For the
film spin-cast at room temperature, Ta ≈ 22◦ C, we observe a flowering morphology (fig. 6(a)). The film spincast at T = 15◦ C is uniform (fig. 6(b)). This experiment
was repeated with varying solution concentrations of PSPMMA and in each case it was found that films spin-cast
at room temperature had variations in the thickness, while
spincoating below room temperature resulted in uniform
films. This suggests that reducing the spincoating temperature is a simple technique to combat the formation of
non-uniform spin-cast films.
This phenomenon is easily explained in the context of
the Marangoni effect. As discussed in section 3.1, the formation of convection cells depends the balance of surface
tension and dissipation due to thermal diffusivity and viscosity, which is expressed by the Marangoni number (eq.
(1)).
Spincoating at cooler temperatures reduces the temperature gradient across the solution caused by evaporative cooling. According to eq. (1), M ∝ ∆T so lowering the
spincoating temperature decreases the Marangoni number. If the solution is sufficiently cooled, the Marangoni
number will fall below the critical value, M < Mc , and
the resulting film will be flat.
Furthermore, we can define the critical temperature,
Tc as the onset temperature for Marangoni instabilities.
That is for spincoating temperatures, T > Tc , films exhibit
the flowering morphology but films spin-cast at T < Tc
are uniform. In fig. 5, Tc is defined by the intersection of
the best-fit straight line with the T axis. For the case of
PS(183k) shown in fig. 5, Tc is above room temperature
(Ta ≈ 22◦ ) and films can be spin-cast under ambient conditions. However as shown in fig. 6(a) PS-PMMA films
spin-cast at room temperature are non-uniform meaning

In this work we have presented a systematic study on the
effect of temperature on the formation of non-uniformities
in spin-cast polymer films. The ‘flowering morphology’ observed in our experiments consists of an isotropic distribution of cells near the centre of the film, which turn to radial
striations in the thickness toward the edge of the sample.
We have measured the wavelength and amplitude of the
central region of the pattern as a function of the spincoating temperature. We find a linear relationship between
the wavelength and average film thickness which suggests
the formation of the flowering morphology is driven by a
Marangoni process.
Our results also show that the amplitude of the pattern increases linearly with spincoating temperature. We
are able to explain this trend using the fact that evaporation rate increases with spincoating temperature. At
higher temperatures the film has less time to flatten before vitrifying, which results in rougher films. This idea is
consistent with previous studies showing that films spincast from more volatile solvents have rougher surfaces.
Finally, we have presented a simple experimental technique to combat the formation of non-uniform films. By
spincoating films at cooler temperatures we are able to
entirely avoid the formation of non-uniformities in the
film thickness. This result is easily explained using the
Marangoni effect. The Marangoni number is proportional
to the temperature gradient across the solution, M ∝ ∆T .
Spincoating at cool temperatures decreases the temperature gradient across the solution, therefore decreasing the
Marangoni number. If the sample is sufficiently cooled, the
Marangoni number will be lower than the critical value
required to form an instability (M < Mc ), and the resulting film will be uniform. We emphasize that spincoating at cooler temperatures is easy to implement, though
care must be take to avoid condensation of water from the
air if spincoating in air. For our experiments spincoating
at low temperatures was performed with a simple homebuilt setup; however, for an athermal solvent the same
effect can be achieved by placing the polymer solution in
a cooled environment several minutes prior to spinning.
We are hopeful that this protocol may be useful in both
research and industrial settings where the formation of
non-uniform spin-cast films may be undesirable.
The authors thank NSERC for financial support.
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Approach to universal self-similar attractor for the levelling of thin liquid films
Michael Benzaquen∗ , Paul Fowler∗ , Laetitia Jubin, Thomas Salez, Kari DalnokiVeress and Elie Raphaël, Soft Matter, in press, DOI: 10.1039/C4SM01483A.
This paper is a study investigating the capillary driven levelling of surface perturbations to thin polystyrene films. We prepare samples with various surface geometries
and follow their evolution above Tg as capillary forces drive the surface to flatten. We
find that the surface profiles are self-similar at long times in accordance with predictions of the two-dimensional thin film equation. Furthermore, all profiles converge
toward a universal self-similar attractor as expected from theory. We show that the
time taken to converge to the this attractor depends on the volume of the perturbation. Finally, we measure the convergence time of various surface perturbations and
find excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
This project was motivated by Michael Benzaquen’s previous theoretical study on
the convergence of surface perturbations to a universal self similar attractor [31]. M.
Benzquen and his supervisor E. Raphaël proposed experiments testing some of the
predictions presented in this work. In collaboration with my supervisor, I developed
the sample preparation techniques required to create polymer films with random
surface perturbations. Laetitia Jubin joined the group as a visiting student and I
co-supervised her work on this project. L. Jubin performed approximately half of the
measurements presented in this work. I performed further experiments and wrote
the MATLAB scripts which were used to analyze the data. I did the data analysis
which was guided by M. Benzaquen’s theoretical predictions. The manuscript was
a collaboration between authors. M. Benzaquen wrote the theory sections of the
first draft while I prepared the experimental sections and the figures. Because this
paper represents a very equal contribution of the theory, led by Benzaquen, and the
experiments led by me, we share ‘first authorship’ on this paper.
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Approach to universal self-similar attractor for the
levelling of thin liquid ﬁlms
Michael Benzaquen,†a Paul Fowler,†b Laetitia Jubin,b Thomas Salez,a Kari DalnokiVeressab and Elie Raphaël*a
We compare the capillary levelling of a random surface perturbation on a thin polystyrene ﬁlm with a
theoretical study on the two-dimensional capillary-driven thin ﬁlm equation. Using atomic force
microscopy, we follow the time evolution of samples prepared with diﬀerent initial perturbations of the
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free surface. In particular, we show that the surface proﬁles present long term self-similarity, and
furthermore, that they converge to a universal self-similar attractor that only depends on the volume of
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the perturbation, consistent with the theory. Finally, we look at the convergence time for the diﬀerent
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samples and ﬁnd very good agreement with the analytical predictions.

1

Introduction

In the past decades, thin lms have been of undeniable interest
to scientic and industrial communities.1–3 Indeed, understanding the dynamics and stability of thin lms is essential to
technological applications such as nanolithography4,5 and the
development of non-volatile memory storage devices.6 Moreover, thin lms have enabled the study of the eﬀect of
connement on polymers.7–16 Several experiments have been
performed in order to gain insights into the dynamics of these
lms. Examples are provided by the broad class of dewetting
experiments,17–29 as well as studies on capillary levelling.30–40
Levelling experiments on thin polymer lms in the vicinity of
the glass transition temperature have recently given insights
into the surface ow in glassy polymers.41 The eﬀect of viscoelasticity related to the polymeric nature of these lms has been
addressed as well.42–44
Thin liquid lms are also of great interest to the hydrodynamics and applied mathematics community, as the viscous
relaxation of a perturbed free surface is described by a
nonlinear partial diﬀerential equation that, to date, remains
only partially solved. This equation is called the capillary-driven
thin lm equation.1–3 Several analytical45–47 and numerical48
studies have led to a deeper understanding of its mathematical
features. Recently, it was shown that the solution of the thin
lm equation for any suﬃciently regular initial surface prole
uniformly converges in time towards a universal self-similar
attractor that is given by the Green's function of the linear
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capillary-driven thin lm equation.47 In the terminology of
Barenblatt,49 this attractor corresponds to the intermediate
asymptotic regime. “Intermediate” refers to time scales that are
large enough for the system to forget the initial condition, but
also far enough from the generally predictable nal equilibrium
steady state; which, for capillary-driven thin lms is a perfectly
at surface. For thin lms, the question of the convergence time
to this universal attractor has not been addressed so far and is
the focus of this paper.
Here, we report on levelling experiments on thin polystyrene
lms that corroborate the theoretical predictions on the
convergence of the surface proles to a universal self-similar
attractor. In the rst part, we recall the main results of the
theoretical derivation of the intermediate asymptotic regime,
and address the question of the convergence time. In the
second part, we present the experiments where we follow the
time evolution of samples prepared with diﬀerent random
initial perturbations of the free surface. Consistent with the
theory, we show that the surface proles present long term selfsimilarity, and converge to a universal self-similar attractor that
only depends on the volume of the perturbation. In particular,
the convergence times measured in the diﬀerent samples show
very good agreement with the theory.

2 Theory
Here we recall the main theoretical results from our previous
work,47 and derive an expression for the convergence time as a
function of the volume of the perturbation.
2.1

Levelling of a thin liquid lm

The levelling of a supported thin liquid lm can be described
within the lubrication approximation. Assuming incompressible viscous ow, together with a no-slip boundary condition at
Soft Matter
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the substrate and a no-stress boundary condition at the free
surface, yields the so-called capillary-driven thin lm
equation:1–3

g 
vt h þ vx h3 vx 3 h ¼ 0;
(1)
3h
where h(x, t) is the thickness of the lm at position x and time t,
g is the surface tension, and h is the viscosity. Eqn (1) can be
nondimensionalised through h ¼ h0H, x ¼ h0X and t ¼ (3hh0/g)
T, where h0 is the equilibrium thickness of the lm innitely far
from the perturbation. This leads to:
vTH + vx(H3vx3H) ¼ 0.

(2)

The height of the lm can be written as h(x, t) ¼ h0 + d(x, t),
where d(x, t) is the perturbation that levels with the passing of
time. For the case of small perturbations compared to the
overall thickness of the lm, eqn (2) can be linearised by letting
H(X, T) ¼ 1 + D(X, T) where D(X, T)  1. This yields the linear
thin lm equation:
vTD + vx D ¼ 0 .
4

where G is the Green's function of eqn (3), and reads:47
ð
1
4
dK eK T eiKX :
GðX ; TÞ ¼
2p

(4)

(5)

By ‘suﬃciently regular’, we mean in particular that the initial
perturbation of the prole is summable, with a non-zero algebraic volume, and that this perturbation vanishes when X /
N. The Green's function is obtained by taking the spacial
Fourier transform of eqn (3). Eqn (4) and (5) are central to the
problem as, for a given initial condition, they give the prole at
any time.

2.2

Universal self-similar attractor

Guided by the mathematical structure of eqn (3), we introduce
the self-similar change of variables: U ¼ XT1/4 and Q ¼ KT1/4,
^
together with DðU; TÞ ¼ DðX; TÞ. These variables, together with
eqn (4) and (5), yield:
ð
  
^
^
DðU; TÞ ¼ dX 0 G U  X 0 T 1=4 ; T D0 X 0 ;
(6)
^

where G ðU; TÞ ¼ T

1=4

fðUÞ; and:
ð
1
4
dQ eQ eiQU :
fðUÞ ¼
2p

(7)

Note that the integral in eqn (7) can be expressed in terms of
hypergeometric functions (see the Appendix). The main result
from our previous work47 was that, for any given initial
^
condition D0(X) the rescaled solution T 1=4 D ðU; TÞ=M 0 ; where
Soft Matter

Ð
M 0 ¼ dXD0(X) s 0 is the algebraic volume of the perturbation,
uniformly converges in time to f(U) (see Fig. 1):
^

T 1=4 D ðU; TÞ
¼ fðU Þ:
T/N
M0
lim

(3)

For a given suﬃciently regular initial condition D(X, 0) ¼
D0(X), the solution of eqn (3) is given by:
Ð
D(X, T) ¼ dX0 G(X  X0 , T)D0(X0 ) ,

Schematic illustrating the convergence of any given initial
proﬁle to the universal intermediate asymptotic solution.

Fig. 1

(8)

According to Barenblatt's theory,49 this is the intermediate
asymptotic solution. The solution is universal in the sense that
it does not depend on the shape of the initial condition. Note
that in the particular case of a zero volume perturbation, the
attractor is given by the derivatives of the function f(U). The
question of the time needed to reach this fundamental solution
is important as it quanties how long one has to wait to forget
the initial condition.
2.3

Convergence time

In order to study the approach to the self similar attractor, we
look at the surface displacement at x ¼ 0 as a function of time.
Letting DN(X, T) be the perturbation prole in the intermediate
asymptotic regime, then according to eqn (8) at U ¼ 0 one has:
DN(0, T) ¼ M 0f(0)/T1/4.

(9)

We then dene the convergence time Tc as being the intersection of the initial central height and the central height in the
intermediate asymptotic regime:
D0(0) ¼ DN(0, Tc),

(10)

which leads to:
Tc ¼

4

Gð5=4Þ M 0
:
p D0 ð0Þ

(11)

Note that the choice of origin, x ¼ 0, is arbitrary and will be
discussed in the experimental section.

3 Experiments
Samples were prepared using polystyrene (PS) with weight
averaged molecular weight Mw ¼ 31.8 kg mol1 and

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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polydispersity index PI ¼ 1.06 (Polymer Source Inc.). Solutions
of PS in toluene (Fisher Scientic, Optima grade) were prepared
with various weight fractions, 1 < f < 10 wt%. Films with
thickness hSi were spincast onto clean 10 mm  10 mm Si
wafers (University Wafer) and lms with thickness hMi were
spincast onto freshly cleaved 25 mm  25 mm mica substrates
(Ted Pella Inc.).
To prepare samples with various surface geometries the
following procedure was used. First, 10 mm  10 mm sections
of the lms prepared on mica were oated onto the surface of
an ultrapure water bath (18.2 MU cm, Pall, Cascada, LS). These
pieces of lm were then picked up using the previously
prepared lms with thickness hSi on the Si substrate. During
this transfer, the oating lms were intentionally folded back
on themselves to create random non-uniform surface geometries. We emphasize that samples were prepared at room
temperature, well below the glass transition temperature Tg z
100  C. Two types of samples were prepared:
 Small perturbations: Films with a relatively small thickness
perturbation, where the linear thin lm equation is expected to
be valid. Such lms were prepared with thicknesses hMi  hSi to
create surface perturbations with max[d(x, 0)]/h0  1. We used
lm thickness combinations {hSi, hMi} z {600 nm, 80 nm} and
{200 nm, 25 nm}.
 Large perturbations: Films with large thickness perturbations relative to h0. Varying geometries were prepared with
thicknesses hMi z hSi to create surface perturbations with max
[d(x, 0)]/h0  1. Samples were prepared using lm thickness

Soft Matter

combinations {hSi, hMi} z {100 nm, 100 nm}, {150 nm, 150 nm},
and {200 nm, 200 nm}.
The shapes of the non-uniform perturbations were not
prepared by design, rather, during the preparation process
many proles were found on a single sample. Regions of
interest were then located and chosen such that, while the
height varies in one direction, it is suﬃciently invariant in the
orthogonal horizontal direction, i.e. h can be taken to be a
function of x and t alone. Ensuring that the proles were
invariant in one direction was crucial for the comparison with
the two-dimensional theory discussed above. Having prepared
non-uniform surface perturbations, a second piece of lm with
thickness hMi was oated onto a portion of the sample with
thickness hSi to create a stepped bilayer geometry, the details of
which are fully explained elsewhere.36 Briey, the initial height
prole of such a step is well described by a Heaviside step
function. When a stepped lm prole is annealed above Tg the
step levels due to capillary forces. For this well dened and well
studied geometry, measuring the evolution of the lm height
prole over time gives an in situ measurement of the capillary
velocity, g/h. We emphasize that each sample has both the
perturbation of interest as well as a region where there is a
stepped bilayer. By obtaining the capillary velocity g/h from the
bilayer portion of the sample while also probing the perturbation on the same sample, we reduce the measurement error (for
example due to small sample-to-sample variations in annealing
temperature). The nal stage in the preparation of the samples
is 1 min annealing at 130  C on a hot stage (Linkam Scientic

Fig. 2 The results of three experiments on small perturbations. The top panel shows the height of the perturbation, d(x, t) ¼ h(x, t)  h0, as a
function of position for annealing times 0 # t # 60 min for samples with (a) h0 ¼ 221 nm, (b) h0 ¼ 681 nm, and (c) h0 ¼ 681 nm. The bottom row
shows the height of the perturbation scaled by the height at x ¼ 0 as a function of U ¼ XT1/4 ¼ x(3h/h03gt)1/4. For comparison, we also plot the
rescaled self-similar attractor (see eqn (7)) which is shown as a black dashed line in the bottom row.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Instruments Inc.) to ensure that the oated lms are in good
contact with the substrate lm and to remove any water from
the system. Note that although there is some evolution of the
geometry during this short initial annealing stage, as will
become clear below, t ¼ 0 is dened aer this annealing step.
The initial lm height proles of both the surface perturbation and the stepped bilayer were measured with AFM (Veeco,
Caliber). In order to measure the evolution of the surface
proles, samples were annealed under ambient conditions on
the hot stage at 140  C using a heating rate of 90  C min1.
Above Tg, capillary forces drive the non-uniform surface
geometries to level. Aer sometime the samples were rapidly
quenched to room temperature and both the perturbation
and bilayer lm proles were measured using AFM. From
the AFM scans of the stepped bilayer (not shown), we use
the technique described previously36 to extract the capillary
velocity. For all samples we measure the capillary velocity
g/h z 50 mm min1, which is in excellent agreement with
previous measurements.36,39

4 Results and discussions
4.1

Small perturbations

In Fig. 2(a)–(c) are shown the evolution of three examples of
small perturbations, with the highest proles corresponding to
the initial t ¼ 0 proles. Here, we have chosen the coordinate x
¼ 0 such that the volume of the perturbation for x < 0 is equal to
that of x > 0. In the initial stages of annealing, the perturbations
quickly lose any asymmetry in their shape. With additional
annealing, the symmetric proles broaden and their maximal
heights decrease. Since the heights of the linear proles are
small compared to the equilibrium lm thicknesses h0, we
expect their evolution to be governed by eqn (3) (the linearized
thin lm equation). In particular, at long times we expect the
proles to converge to the universal self-similar attractor
described in Section 1.2.
To test this prediction we plot the normalized height of the
perturbation as a function of the variable U ¼ XT1/4 ¼ x(3h/
h03gt)1/4, as shown in Fig. 2(d)–(f). We observe that at late times
the proles converge to the rescaled self-similar attractor f(U)/
f(0) regardless of the initial condition, as predicted in Section
1.2. Here, we emphasize that since we have determined the
capillary velocity in situ by measuring the evolution of a stepped
bilayer geometry near the perturbation on each sample, there is
no free parameter in the above rescaling and comparison to the
theoretical prediction (shown as a dashed black line in
Fig. 2(d)–(f)). Furthermore, at late times, the error between the
experimentally measured proles and the attractor is less
than 1%.
4.2

Large perturbations

Measurement of the samples with large perturbations (see the
example in Fig. 3) were more challenging because at long
annealing times (t > 100 min) the lateral extent of the height
proles exceeds the accessible range of the AFM (100 mm).
Here, we resort to imaging ellipsometry (Accurion, EP3) to

Soft Matter

An example data set with large perturbation. (a) Height of the
perturbation as a function of position and annealing time with h0 ¼ 216
nm; (b) the normalized proﬁles. For times t $ 303 min, proﬁles were
measured using imaging ellipsometry (IE). Regions where IE is insensitive have been interpolated with quadratic splines as indicated by the
dashed lines. The black dashed line corresponds to the rescaled selfsimilar attractor (see eqn (7)).
Fig. 3

record height proles. Imaging ellipsometry (IE) has  nm
height resolution with lateral resolution comparable to an
optical microscope:  mm. Thus, IE and AFM are complimentary techniques. For the example in Fig. 3, data were acquired
with AFM for t # 63 min, while IE was used for the three longest
annealing times. With IE there is one caveat: in certain ranges of
thickness there is a loss of sensitivity depending on the wavelength of laser light and the angle of incidence used (658 nm,
42–50 deg).‡ For the IE data the regions where the IE was
insensitive were interpolated with a quadratic spline as indicated by dashed lines to guide the eye.
The evolution of a large perturbation is shown in Fig. 3. In
this case, the perturbation does not obey the condition d(0, 0)/h0
 1. As can be seen in Fig. 3(a), with suﬃcient annealing, the
large perturbations become symmetric. Similar to the evolution
observed for the small perturbations, once the proles are
symmetric, the maximal height d(0, t) decreases with further
annealing and the proles broaden.

‡ This issue can be circumvented by varying the angle of incidence. However this
was not possible for the experiments presented here because changing the angle
of incidence also shis the region of interest slightly.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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The normalized proles are shown in Fig. 3(b). Although the
perturbations are initially large, upon long annealing the
condition d(0, t)  h0 can be reached. In particular, the nal
state of a large perturbation is still expected to be the selfsimilar attractor. For the data shown in Fig. 3, even aer 11 022
min of annealing, the prole did not reach the condition that
d(0, t)  h0. While the height proles are clearly symmetric at
long times, and they converge towards self-similarity, the nal
prole is not yet equivalent to the nal attractor of Fig. 2. The
fact that the sample has not yet fully reached the self-similar
attractor is simply because the starting prole is so tall, that the
long annealing times required and the width of the prole
(while still requiring good height resolution) place this outside
our experimental window.
4.3

Convergence time

One of the main predictions of the theory outlined in Section
1.3 is that the time taken to converge to the attractor depends
on the algebraic volume of the perturbation according to eqn
(11). The convergence time is determined in accordance with
eqn (10) as the crossover from an initial regime, which is highly
dependent on d(x, 0), to a universal intermediate asymptotic
regime. In Fig. 4, we plot the normalized central height of the
perturbation, d(0, t)/d(0, 0), for the small perturbation shown in
Fig. 2(a) and (d). The initial state can be characterized by the
central height of the perturbation at t ¼ 0 and is given by the
horizontal line. At late times, the maximal height of the
normalized perturbation d(0, t)/d(0, 0) decreases in time
following the t1/4 power law. Note that the t1/4 line is t to the
last three data points which correspond to the latest proles
shown in Fig. 2(d). These three proles are in excellent agreement with the calculated asymptotic prole (see the black
dashed line in Fig. 2(d)). The crossover from the initial regime
to the intermediate asymptotic regime shown in Fig. 4 gives the

Fig. 5 Non-dimensionalized convergence time as a function of nondimensionalized width. Here the square data points represent data
from small perturbation samples which are in excellent agreement
with the dashed black line. The dashed black line is the theoretical
prediction of eqn (11). In the inset both the small perturbation results,
which have reached the self-similar regime, and the large perturbation
data (circles and arrows) which are not yet self-similar are shown.

experimentally determined convergence time, tc. From tc, the
non-dimensionalized convergence time, Tc, can be obtained.
The theory predicts a very clear dependence of the dimensionless convergence time, Tc, on M0/D0(0), a measure of the
dimensionless width of the initial prole (see eqn (11)).
In Fig. 5 is plotted the dimensionless convergence time
obtained as in Fig. 4 as a function of M0/D0(0), for seven small
perturbations, as well as four large perturbations. For small
perturbations, we observe excellent agreement between
experiments and the theoretical prediction of eqn (11) with no
tting parameters. We also show the convergence time for the
large perturbation data (see the inset of Fig. 5). However, since
the large perturbations have not fully reached the intermediate asymptotic regime, the Tc one obtains by forcing a t1/4
power law through the latest data point corresponds to a lower
bound. For this reason, the data points provided are shown
with vertical arrows.

5 Conclusions

Fig. 4 Central height of the small perturbation shown in Fig. 2(a) and

(d) normalized by its initial value as a function of time. The horizontal
dashed line represents the initial value. A power law of t1/4 is ﬁt to the
late time data. In accordance with eqn (10), the convergence time is
deﬁned as the intersection of these two regimes, as indicated by the
vertical dashed line.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

We have studied, both with theory and experiment, the capillary-driven levelling of an arbitrary surface perturbation on a
thin liquid lm. Using atomic force microscopy and imaging
ellipsometry we follow the evolution of the perturbations and
compare the results to the theoretical predictions of the twodimensional capillary-driven thin lm equation. We have
shown that regardless of the initial condition, the perturbations converge to a universal self-similar attractor that is given
by the Green's function of the linear thin lm equation.
Furthermore, we have shown that the time taken to converge
to the attractor depends on the volume of the perturbation. We
measured the convergence time for both small and large
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perturbations and found good agreement between theory and
experiment. Specically, the experimental results are consistent with the theory over two orders of magnitude in the
dimensionless typical width of the initial prole and six orders
of magnitude in dimensionless convergence time, with no free
parameter.
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We here wish to calculate the integral in eqn (7) in terms of
hypergeometric functions. Performing a Taylor expansion of the
integrand yields:
fðUÞ ¼

ð

N
1 X
ðiUÞk
4
dQQ k eQ :
2p k¼0 k!

(12)

At this stage one can see that all terms corresponding to an
odd k ¼ 2p + 1 are null and thus the function f is real.
Furthermore, changing the variables through S ¼ Q4 leads to:
ð
N
1 X
ðiUÞ2p N
fðUÞ ¼
dSS ð1þ2 pÞ=41 eS ;
(13)
4p p¼0 ð2pÞ! 0


N
1 X
ðiUÞ
1 þ 2p
G
:
fðUÞ ¼
4p p¼0 ð2pÞ!
4
2p

(14)

Then, separating the sum over p in even p ¼ 2m and odd p ¼
2m + 1 terms yields:




N
N
1 X
U 4m
1
U2 X
U 4m
3

G mþ
G mþ :
fðUÞ ¼
4p m¼0 ð4mÞ!
4
4
4p m¼0 ð4m þ 2Þ!
(15)
Developing the G function in terms of Pochhammer rising
factorials G(m + a) ¼ G(a)(a)m where (a)m ¼ a  (a + 1) . (a
+ m  1), and using the relationship G(a + 1) ¼ aG(a) yield:
 X
 
1
5 N U 4m 1
fðUÞ ¼ G
p
4 m¼0 ð4mÞ! 4 m
 X
 
2
U
3 N
U 4m
3
G

:
(16)
4p
4 m¼0 ð4m þ 2Þ! 4 m
Developing the factorials and rising factorials and proving by
mathematical induction that:


1
1
3m 15 . 1 þ 4ðm  1Þ
    ;
(17)
4
¼
3
4m ð4m  1Þ . 1
m! 1
2 m 4 m
and that:



3 7  .  3 þ 4ðm  1Þ
1 1
1
    ;
¼
5
2 m! 3
ð4m þ 2Þð4m þ 1Þ .1
2 m 4 m

Soft Matter

(19)

0 H2 ðfa; bg; wÞ ¼

N
X

1
wm
:
ðaÞm ðbÞm m!
m¼0

(20)
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Relaxation and intermediate asymptotics of a rectangular trench in a viscous film
Oliver Bäumchen, Michael Benzaquen, Thomas Salez, Joshua D. McGraw, Matilda
Backholm, Paul Fowler, Elie Raphaël, and Kari Dalnoki-Veress, Physical Review E,
88, 035001 (2013).
This paper is also a study on capillary driven flows. In this work we follow the
evolution of a trench geometry. As we anneal above Tg the trench fills in to the
minimize surface area of the system. In the initial stages, the two edges of the trench
are separated and do not interact with one another. At later times the two edges begin
to interact and we observe faster levelling dynamics. By considering the boundary
conditions for each of these two regimes we are able to understand this change in
levelling dynamics. We observe excellent agreement between experiment and the
theory developed from the thin film equation. As was the case in the work of Paper
1, we find that the surface profiles converge to the universal self similar attractor.
For this work, I was primarily involved in developing the sample preparation
techniques in collaboration with O. Bäumchen and my supervisor. In the initial stages
of this work, I prepared samples and performed experiments to test the project’s
feasibility. All experiments presented in the paper were performed by O. Bäumchen
and M. Backholm. Additionally, I wrote the MATLAB scripts used to analyze the
data, starting from code originally written by J. McGraw. M. Benzaquen and T. Salez
developed the theory presented in this work in collaboration with their supervisor E.
Raphaël. O. Bäumchen wrote the first draft of the paper. I prepared the figures
which appear in the appear paper and was involved in the writing of later versions of
the manuscript.
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Relaxation and intermediate asymptotics of a rectangular trench in a viscous film
Oliver Bäumchen,1,* Michael Benzaquen,2,* Thomas Salez,2 Joshua D. McGraw,1,† Matilda Backholm,1 Paul Fowler,1
Elie Raphaël,2 and Kari Dalnoki-Veress1,2,‡
1

Department of Physics and Astronomy and the Brockhouse Institute for Materials Research, McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada
2
Laboratoire de Physico-Chimie Théorique, UMR CNRS Gulliver 7083, ESPCI, Paris, France
(Received 24 June 2013; published 13 September 2013)
The surface of a thin liquid film with nonconstant curvature flattens as a result of capillary forces. While this
leveling is driven by local curvature gradients, the global boundary conditions greatly influence the dynamics.
Here, we study the evolution of rectangular trenches in a polystyrene nanofilm. Initially, when the two sides of
a trench are well separated, the asymmetric boundary condition given by the step height controls the dynamics.
In this case, the evolution results from the leveling of two noninteracting steps. As the steps broaden further
and start to interact, the global symmetric boundary condition alters the leveling dynamics. We report on full
agreement between theory and experiments for the capillary-driven flow and resulting time dependent height
profiles, a crossover in the power-law dependence of the viscous energy dissipation as a function of time as
the trench evolution transitions from two noninteracting to interacting steps, and the convergence of the profiles
to a universal self-similar attractor that is given by the Green’s function of the linear operator describing the
dimensionless linearized thin film equation.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.88.035001

PACS number(s): 47.15.gm, 47.55.nb, 47.85.mf, 83.80.Sg

Thin films are prevalent in applications such as lubricants,
coatings for optical and electronic devices, and nanolithography to name just a few. However, it is also known that the
mobility of polymers can be altered in thin films [1–5]. Thus,
understanding the dynamics of thin films in their liquid state
is essential to gaining control of pattern formation and relaxation on the nanoscale [6,7]. For example, high-density data
storage in thin polymer films is possible by locally modifying
a surface with a large two-dimensional array of atomic force
microscope probes [8]. This application relies on control of
the time scales of the flow created by a surface profile to
produce or erase a given surface pattern. In contrast to this
technologically spectacular example is the surface of freshly
applied paint, which relies on the dynamics of leveling to
provide a lustrous surface.
Much has been learned about the physics of thin films from
dewetting, where an initially flat film exposes the substrate
surface to reduce the free energy of the system [9–18]. Other
approaches, for example studying the evolution of surface
profiles originating from capillary waves [19], embedding
of nanoparticles [5], or those created by an external electric
field [20,21], have also been utilized to explore mobility in
thin films. Although the capillary-driven leveling of a nonflat
surface topography in a thin liquid film has been reported
in various studies [22,23], experiments with high resolution
compared to a general theory that relates time scales to
spatial geometries and properties of the liquid are still lacking.
Recently, we studied the leveling of a stepped film: a new
nanofluidic tool to study the properties of polymers in thin
film geometries [24–28].
In this work, we study the leveling of perfect trenches in thin
liquid polymer films as shown in Fig. 1. A trench is composed
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the initial geometry of a
polystyrene film on a silicon wafer (not to scale: 2a is a few microns,
while h0 and d0 ∼ 100 nm). (b) Atomic force microscopy image of a
typical trench (image width 30 μm, height range 115 nm).

of two opposing steps separated by a distance 2a. This structure
evolves because of gradients in the Laplace pressure resulting
from gradients in the curvature. Initially, the trench levels as
two noninteracting steps, with an asymmetric global boundary
condition set by the height h0 of the film at the top of the step
and the height d0 of the film at the bottom of the step. However,
as the steps broaden, they interact with one another, which
results in an overall symmetric boundary condition, with h0 on
both sides. As will be shown, the crossover from asymmetric
to symmetric boundary conditions modifies the scaling law for
the energy dissipation in the film. This striking feature reveals
the fundamental role played by the boundary conditions in the
evolution of global quantities of the system. Furthermore, the
trench geometry provides an ideal illustration of the theory of
intermediate asymptotics [29]: a key tool underlying historical
examples such as the Reynolds drag force [30], Kelvin’s
nuclear explosion [31,32], and scaling theory in general in
a situation that is highly relevant for industry and fundamental
nanorheology. Intermediate asymptotics theory is based on
self-similarity, addresses complex nonlinear partial differential
equations, and provides solutions at intermediate times: a
time range far enough from the initial state so that details
of the initial condition can be forgotten and far enough from
the trivial equilibrium state. The value of those intermediate
solutions is thus to bring a certain generality by offering an
alternative to the principle of superposition, which is lacking in
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (top) Experimental surface profiles at various times (5  t  220 min). The initial rectangular trenches are shown
with dashed lines and exhibit widths of (a) a = 5.3 μm and (b) a = 1.6 μm. (bottom) The normalized height data of (a) and (b) are rescaled in
accordance with the scaling predictions of the theory. The right panel of (c) shows the data shifted to illustrate the collapse of the self-similar
profiles, where x0 (t) is a horizontal shift for each right front. Profiles in (a) and (c) show the approach of two noninteracting steps, whereas in
(b) and (d) the steps are interacting and the trench depth decreases.

nonlinear physics. In the work presented here, the profile does
not evolve self-similarly for early times. However, after some
transient period the profile becomes self-similar and converges
to a universal attractor that depends on the boundary condition:
the intermediate asymptotic solution [33].
Polymer films exhibiting rectangular trench geometries, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, were prepared as follows. Polystyrene (PS)
films were spin cast from a toluene (Fisher Scientific, Optima
grade) solution onto freshly cleaved mica sheets (Ted Pella
Inc.). The PS has molecular weight Mw = 31.8 kg/mol with
a polydispersity index of 1.06 (Polymer Source Inc.). The
samples were annealed in a vacuum oven (∼10−5 mbar) for
24 h at 130 ◦ C. This temperature is well above the glass
transition temperature (Tg ≈ 100 ◦ C) and ensures removal of
residual solvent and relaxation of the polymer chains. Films
were then floated onto the surface of ultrapure water (18.2 M
cm, Pall, Cascada LS) and picked up with 1 cm × 1 cm
Si wafers (University Wafer). Si wafers were cleaned by
exposure to air plasma (low power, Harrick Plasma, for
30 s), with subsequent rinses in ultrapure water, methanol
(Fisher Scientific, Optima grade), and toluene. After the film
was transferred to the Si, the floating transfer was repeated,
resulting in a second film with the same thickness on top of the
first polymer film. The polymer films are not highly entangled
and easily fracture on the surface of the water, resulting in
straight float gaps. These float gaps can be hundreds of microns
long and only a few microns wide. Thus, the second transfer
creates a rectangular trench such that h0 = 2d0 (see Fig. 1).
The edges of the trench were checked with atomic force
microscopy (AFM, Veeco Caliber) and optical microscopy to
ensure that there were no defects in the trench and the vicinity.
We stress that the samples are prepared at room temperature,
well below Tg , and only flow when heated above Tg .
In all cases studied, the width of the trench was constant and
much smaller than its length. The problem can thus be safely

treated as invariant in the y coordinate along the length of the
trench. Prior to each measurement, the initial condition was
recorded using AFM, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b): the width
of the trench 2a, as well as the depth h0 − d0 , was determined
from an analysis of height profiles. Independently, thicknesses
were measured with AFM from float gaps or a small scratch
made through the film to the substrate. Samples were annealed
in ambient conditions [34] at 140 ◦ C on a hot stage (Linkam)
with a heating rate of 90 ◦ C/min. Height profiles z = h(x,t)
representing the vertical distance between the substrate-liquid
and liquid-air interfaces at position x of the trenches were
recorded using AFM after various times t, following a quench
to room temperature. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the evolution
of rectangular trenches for h0 = 2d0 = 206 nm, with a =
5.3 μm and a = 1.6 μm, respectively, as a function of the
annealing time t. We deliberately used two different initial
widths in order to address the two different temporal regimes
in a single rescaled description, as detailed below. As can be
seen in Fig. 2(a), the profiles broaden and are accompanied
by a bump at the top of the step and a dip at the bottom of
the step that are characteristic of isolated steps [25]. Initially,
both sides of the trench in Fig. 2(a) level independently of
each other until t ∼ 100 min, when both dips merge into a
single minimum. The subsequent stage is characterized by the
decreasing depth of the profile, as shown in Fig. 2(b), while
the profile continues to broaden.
The relaxation process of the surface can be described
by considering capillary driving forces originating from
the nonconstant curvature of the surface [35]: Gradients in
the Laplace pressure p(x,t) provide a driving force for leveling
the surface topography. The Laplace pressure is given by
p(x,t) ≈ −γ ∂x2 h, where γ is the air-liquid surface tension.
The height scales in this study were chosen to be small enough
that gravitational forces can be neglected [36] but sufficiently
large to neglect disjoining forces [37]. Moreover, we can
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where η is the viscosity of the film [39–41]. The ratio γ /η
provides the typical speed of leveling and is termed the
capillary velocity. Equation (1) is highly nonlinear and has
no known general analytical solution. Nevertheless, it can be
solved numerically using a finite difference algorithm [27,43].
Equation (1) can also be linearized and solved analytically
in the particular situation where the trench is a perturbation:
h0 ≈ d0 [26,33]. In this linear case, we recently showed that
the solutions converge to a self-similar attractor [33]:
h(x,t) −−−→ h0 + 2 (d0 − h0 ) G(U,T ),
t→∞

where we introduced the two dimensionless variables


3η 1/4
x
,
U = 1/4
t
γ h30
T =

γ h30 t
,
3ηa 4

(2)

(3)
(4)

as well as the Green’s function of the linear operator describing
the dimensionless linearized thin film equation,
 ∞
1
4
G(U,T ) =
dQe−Q eiQU .
(5)
1/4
2π T
−∞
Thus, the experimental profiles should collapse at long times
when the vertical axis is normalized by the depth of the trench,
H = [h(x,t) − h0 ]/[h0 − h(0,t)], and the horizontal axis is
rescaled as x/t 1/4 . We checked numerically that this statement
is still true in the nonlinear case of Eq. (1) [33]. The self-similar
regime represents the intermediate asymptotics solution of this
thin film problem [29].
We first consider the nonlinear situation, where h0 = 2d0 . In
Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) we show the rescaled data corresponding
to the noninteracting [Fig. 2(a)] and interacting [Fig. 2(b)]
regimes of the trench evolution. Excellent agreement with the
theoretical predictions is obtained. The noninteracting steps
all have the same profile in their frame of reference. This is
demonstrated by shifting the data as shown on the right side
of Fig. 2(c), where x0 (t) is a horizontal shift for each right
front. At long times, self-similarity in x/t 1/4 is obtained for
the interacting steps. Thus, there are two distinct regimes: first,
an initial stage where the steps broaden and are self-similar in
their frame of reference but are not yet interacting and, second,

(a)

80 mi n
N u meri cal cal cu l ati on

H

safely exclude phenomena related to the polymer chain size,
e.g., confinement effects, as the film thicknesses are much
larger than characteristic polymer chain length scales. The
time scale of the longest relaxation time of PS (31.8 kg/mol)
at 140 ◦ C is orders of magnitude shorter than the time scales
considered here [38]; thus, we can treat the film as a simple
Newtonian liquid. The theoretical description of the problem
is thus based on the Stokes equation for highly viscous flows
and the lubrication approximation, which states that all vertical
length scales are small compared to horizontal ones [39–42].
A no-slip boundary condition at the liquid-substrate interface
and the no-stress boundary condition at the liquid-air interface
result in the familiar Poiseuille flow along the z axis. Invoking
conservation of volume leads to the capillary-driven thin film
equation (TFE):
γ  3 3 
∂t h +
∂x h ∂x h = 0,
(1)
3η

H

BRIEF REPORTS

3 min
5 min
15 min
Intermediate asymptotic solution
3η
γ h 30

1
4

(b)

1

x/t 4

FIG. 3. (Color online) Normalized height profiles for experiments
(solid line) annealed at 140 ◦ C and best-fit theory (dashed lines).
(a) A trench with a = 1.6 μm, h0 = 206 nm, d0 = 103 nm after
annealing for t = 80 min, with a corresponding numerical solution
to Eq. (1). (b) A trench where the depth is a small perturbation
(a = 2.5 μm, h0 = 611 nm, d0 = 59 nm) at 140 ◦ C. The dashed line
is the analytical Green’s function of the linear operator describing the
linearized thin film equation.

a crossover to a final self-similar stage where the steps have
merged and the depth of the profile diminishes. These two
distinct stages correspond to the crossover of the system from
the asymmetric boundary condition of the noninteracting steps
to the symmetric global boundary condition of the profile.
As discussed, it is possible to numerically solve Eq. (1) for
the trench geometry [27,43]. The experimental data are in
excellent agreement with nonlinear calculations as shown in
Fig. 3(a) for t = 80 min. We note that this agreement is typical
and is obtained for all such comparisons. In the self-similar
representation of the data, only a lateral stretch is required to
match the experimental data and the calculation. According
to Eq. (1), the stretching factor is directly related to the
capillary velocity, and we obtain η/γ = 0.034 min/μm for PS
(31.8 kg/mol) at 140 ◦ C. This value is in excellent agreement
with literature values [28,44] and is consistent with the capillary velocity that can be determined from the noninteracting
steps according to the technique described in [25].
With the theoretical tools described above, we are able to
analyze the entire evolution from noninteracting to interacting
steps. A relevant quantity that can be extracted from the data is
the excess contour length L as a function of time. For small
slopes, one has

1
L ≈ dx (∂x h)2 .
(6)
2
From the specific dimensional invariance of Eq. (1), one can
show that

 3 −1/4  3
γ h0 t
γ h0 t h0 − d0
aL
,
(7)
=
f
,
3ηa 4
3ηa 4
h0
h20
where f is a function of two variables. This intrinsic similarity
comes from the fact that any initial profile hλ (λx,0) = h(x,0)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Excess contour length L of rectangular
trenches (half width a, reference film height h0 ) in a nondimensionalized representation as a function of the nondimensionalized
time. Experimental data (open circles, rectangles, and triangles) and
nonlinear numerical calculations (solid circles) both show a transition
from a −1/4 to a −3/4 power-law scaling. Experimental error bars
are less than 2% of reported values.

obtained from a horizontal stretch of factor λ yields the
evolution hλ (λx,λ4 t) = h(x,t) through Eq. (1). Thus, the
excess contour length evolution of trenches with the same
vertical aspect ratio, h0 /d0 = 2, but with different widths can
be rescaled in a single master plot as shown in Fig. 4. In
accordance with the theory, our experiments demonstrate a
L ∼ t −1/4 scaling regime for early times which corresponds
to two independent relaxing steps [25]. Afterwards, the two
steps interfere, and there is a crossover to a long-time L ∼
t −3/4 scaling regime. This observation can be understood by
combining Eqs. (2) and (6). Having done so, we obtain




(3/4) γ h30 t −3/4 h0 − d0 2
aL
−→
,
(8)
h0
h20 t→∞ 27/4 π 3ηa 4
which is valid in the linear case. The numerical calculations
shown in Fig. 4 confirm this asymptotic L ∼ t −3/4 scaling
in the nonlinear case as well. This is expected since any
profile will eventually become a perturbation at long times.
The comparison of the data for three trenches with different
widths and the numerical calculations shown in Fig. 4 clearly
validates the theoretical predictions.
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This work uses the technique of crazing to probe the entanglement network in
two non-equilibrium systems. First we study films prepared by spincoating. Previous work has established that the spincoating process results in films which have
non-equilibrium chain conformations. Our crazing experiments suggest that after
spincoating, the chains are highly stretched compared to their equilibrium Gaussian
conformation. Furthermore, measurements of the craze ratio, (hc /h)2 , as a function
of annealing time (T > Tg ) reveal that the entanglement network equilibrates on a
time scale on the order of one bulk reptation time. In a second set of experiments
we prepare films with a thickness comparable to the molecular size. At room temperature we stack two such films to create a glassy bilayer film. Since the chains
are unable to cross the mid-plane of the bilayer, according to Silberberg’s reflection
principle there is an entropic cost associated with such an interface. In the melt,
this ‘entropic interface’ heals. Crazing measurements show that it takes less than
one bulk reptation time for a bilayer to become indistinguishable from a single film.
This result is in agreement with recent molecular dynamics studies on the healing of
polymer-polymer interfaces [56].
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Abstract. It is known that polymer ﬁlms, prepared by spin coating, inherit non-equilibrium conﬁgurations
which can aﬀect macroscopic ﬁlm properties. Here we present the results of crazing experiments that
support this claim; our measurements indicate that the as-cast chain conﬁgurations are strongly stretched
as compared to equilibrium Gaussian conﬁgurations. The results of our experiments also demonstrate that
the entanglement network equilibrates on a time scale comparable to one reptation time. Having established
that ﬁlms can be prepared with an equilibrium entanglement network, we proceed by conﬁning polymers
to ﬁlms in which the thickness is comparable to the molecular size. By stacking two such ﬁlms, a bilayer is
created with a buried entropic interface. Such an interface has no enthalpic cost, only an entropic penalty
associated with the restricted conﬁgurations of molecules that cannot cross the mid-plane of the bilayer.
In the melt, the entropic interface heals as chains from the two layers mix and entangle with one another;
crazing measurements allow us to probe the dynamics of two ﬁlms becoming one. Healing of the entropic
interface is found to take less than one bulk reptation time.

1 Introduction
The dynamics of a suﬃciently long polymer chain in a
melt of like chains will be restricted by topological constraints called entanglements. To a good approximation,
each chain in the melt has the conﬁguration of a random
walk. Such chains have an “end-to-end” distance —the
distance between the ends of the molecule— that scales
as the square root of the number of monomers that make
up the chain: Ree ∝ N 1/2 . While random walks are not
space ﬁlling, polymer melts are [1, 2]. The result of this
dichotomy is that each melt chain shares its pervaded volume and interacts with many other chains. A fraction of
these interactions are entanglements. Though the precise
nature of what constitutes an “entanglement” is still unknown, the chains suﬀer a restricted mobility as a result
of these interactions. The collective eﬀect of the entanglements is to create a “tube” in which the molecule is
conﬁned [1, 2]. The chain’s motion, termed “reptation”, is
restricted predominantly to directions along the tube. It is
well known that these entanglement constraints are largely
responsible for many phenomena in polymer physics, such
as: high melt viscosity [2, 3] and viscoelasticity [4–6]; enhanced adhesion [7, 8]; glassy failure mechanisms [9–11];
pronounced conﬁnement eﬀects [12, 13]; and alterated hydrodynamic boundary conditions [14, 15].
a
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Since the entanglement network of a polymer melt
greatly inﬂuences many properties, it is important to make
the distinction between equilibrium and non-equilibrium
melts. If the chain statistics in a melt are not at equilibrium, then the entanglement network will also be out
of equilibrium. As such, measurements of the properties
listed above are typically aﬀected. There has been signiﬁcant interest in non-equilibrium network eﬀects: several studies have investigated the eﬀects of preparation
and annealing treatments on the viscosity [16, 17], capillary wave spectra [18], thermal expansion [19] and residual
stress [20–26] in polymer ﬁlms. In these studies, the nonequilibrium structure is inherited from the ﬁlm casting
process. During the preparation of ﬁlms by casting from
solution, polymer chains vitrify at non-zero solvent content. The presence of solvent results in chains that are
swollen in comparison to melt conformations. Since the
solvent is volatile, most of it leaves the system and the
chains are forced into conﬁgurations that are not typical
of the equilibrium melt. Since the lateral extent of a ﬁlm
does not change during this evaporation process, the structure must compress in the direction normal to the ﬁlm as
solvent leaves —annealing above the glass transition temperature, Tg , allows these perturbed networks a chance
to evolve towards equilibrium. A schematic of the typical
experiment, showing a chain with a “non-equilibrium con-
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the experiments presented in this work.
(a) A chain with a swollen conﬁguration after spin coating.
The ensemble of chains recovers equilibrium chain statistics
after some period of annealing above Tg . (b) A chain at the
“entropic interface” of a bilayer ﬁlm prepared by stacking two
glassy ﬁlms. Upon annealing above Tg , the Brownian motion
of segments allows the entropy-deprived ensemble to relax towards equilibrium. (c) In a crazing experiment, a glassy free
standing ﬁlm with thickness h is strained and necks of material, with thickness hc are formed. (d) Microscopically, the
segments of chains between entanglements have typical size d
before straining, and are pulled to a length of  during the
crazing experiment.

ﬁguration” being annealed towards an “equilibrium conﬁguration” is seen in ﬁg. 1(a).
The interface of a ﬁlm also perturbs chain conformations, which results in another method of preparing nonequilibrium samples. Chains at a neutral interface, like
a free air or vacuum surface, were described by Silberberg [27]. According to Silberberg’s reﬂection principle,
chains that in the absence of a boundary would cross it
are instead reﬂected back into the melt. These chains are
thus unable to explore some conformations resulting in a
loss of entropy. The signiﬁcance of this entropy loss has
been discussed in relation to the number of inter-chain
entanglements, those between two diﬀerent chains, that
exist near an interface [12]. In [12], Brown and Russell suggest that there is a reduction in the number of inter-chain
entanglements near an interface; corresponding measurements support this idea [13,15,28]. In these studies, a distinction is made between inter-chain entanglements and
those that occur between two segments far apart on the
same chain. In light of the chain packing models [29, 30]
which deﬁne entanglements through the interactions of a
test chain with other chains, in [13] it was proposed that
inter-chain entanglements and intra-chain entanglements
do not contribute equally to the integrity of the network.
The topological diﬀerence between inter- and intra-chain
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entanglements was suggested to be responsible for the observed thickness dependence of crazing experiments on
thin glassy ﬁlms [13].
While it is possible for polymer chains in a ﬁlm to be
in equilibrium with a reﬂective boundary, it is also possible to destroy that equilibrium by stacking two such ﬁlms.
This bilayer ﬁlm results in a sample with what we will refer to as an “entropic interface” —an interface that has
an entropic cost associated with the restricted conﬁgurations of the molecules that do not cross the mid-plane
of the bilayer. As chain segments undergo Brownian motion when annealed above Tg , entropy is recovered as the
chains explore a larger pervaded volume. This experiment
is schematically depicted in ﬁg. 1(b).
The literature on chains crossing such entropic interfaces is vast. In particular, early experiments by Klein [31]
and others [32–34] were some of the ﬁrst to put on ﬁrm
footing the reptation arguments [1, 2, 35] that have been
crucial to understanding the physics of long chain polymer melts. In other experiments, the fracture energy is
measured as a function of annealing time between the interfaces [36]. Reptation arguments have been employed to
understand these results [7,37,38] and simulations are used
to investigate these problems [39]. Up to now, however, direct measurements of the entanglement density across an
atomically smooth entropic interface have not been made,
in part because we have few experimental probes to quantify this property.
As mentioned above, entangled polymeric materials
can fail in a way that is distinct from many other modes
of glassy failure. The diﬀerence arises from the glass being
composed of an entangled polymer network. This failure
mode, called crazing [9,10,40,41], is like the ductile failure
that occurs in metals in that a drawing stress can produce
“necks” of deformed material. However, the crazing process is quite diﬀerent on a molecular level, as the drawn
material has a ﬁbrillar structure in which the polymer
chains have conﬁgurations that are strongly non-Gaussian.
The ﬁbrillar material in a craze is characterized by an extension ratio, λ, deﬁned by the ratio of the craze width, to
the width of undeformed material that went into forming
the craze. If a thin ﬁlm with thickness h is crazed, using
conservation of volume and assuming that the density of
the crazed ﬁlm and unperturbed ﬁlm are the same, it can
be shown that λ ∝ h/hc , where hc is the average thickness
of crazed material [13, 42–44]. A schematic of the crazing
process in a thin ﬁlm is shown in ﬁg. 1(c).
Donald and Kramer [45, 46] proposed that for equilibrated polymer ﬁlms the extension ratio can be understood by assuming that entanglements act like chemical
cross links, which remain ﬁxed throughout the crazing
process. While a polymer glass is being crazed, the chain
segments between entanglements (entanglement strands),
with entanglement molecular weight Me , are extended
such that the distance between entanglements after crazing is  ∝ Me . Polymer chains undergo random walks
down to length scales approaching the monomer size, thus
the end-to-end distance of the entanglement strand before
1/2
crazing was d ∝ Me . Since the macroscopic response is
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a result of the microscopic process, the extension ratio of
the craze is the same as that for an average entanglement
strand. Therefore, we have (hc /h)2 ∝ (d/)2 ∝ 1/Me . By
recognizing that the density of entanglements is inversely
proportional to the mass of a chain segment between entanglements, we have the relation
 2
hc
∝ νeﬀ ,
(1)
h
where νeﬀ is the density of eﬀective entanglements that
would be present in a system of equilibrated Gaussian
chains. Therefore, by making a measurement of the essentially macroscopic extension ratio, we directly gain information about the microscopic entanglement network.
This model was veriﬁed by Donald and Kramer [45, 46] in
experiments, was observed in molecular dynamics simulations by Rottler and Robbins [40, 41], and has since been
used in many other experiments [10, 13, 44, 47].
In this work, we take advantage of the fact that
measuring the craze extension ratio provides information
about the entanglement network [13, 44] to gain insight
into the equilibration process of two non-equilibrium polymer entanglement networks. In the ﬁrst case, we examine
the dependence of the measured (hc /h)2 on the temperature and subsequent annealing time. After learning how
to equilibrate an entanglement network, insomuch as the
crazing measurement is concerned, we turn to the creation
and healing of the entropic interface provided by a bilayer
ﬁlm.

2 Experiment
Polystyrene (PS) with weight averaged molecular weights
Mw = 785 and 1144 kg/mol and polydispersity indices
≤ 1.07 (Polymer Source, Inc.) were used to prepare the
samples; we refer to these as PS(785k) and PS(1144k).
Polymer of a given molecular weight was dissolved into
toluene (Fisher Scientiﬁc, Optima grade) in various weight
fractions (0.5 < φ < 2.5 wt%) and spin coated onto
freshly cleaved, 30 × 30 mm2 mica sheets (Ted Pella, Inc.,
Hi-Grade, V2). Spin coating was carried out at room
temperature in air; however, in order to explore the effects of temperature several ﬁlms were also prepared with
the substrate attached to a temperature controlled spin
coater chuck. The chuck, an aluminum plate in intimate
contact with the substrate, ranged in temperature from
5 ≤ T ≤ 40 ◦ C. Since the thermal mass of the mica substrate and PS/toluene solution is small compared with
that of the spin coater chuck, we assume that the solution temperature at the onset of spin coating is close
to that measured on the chuck. Because the temperature gradients are large due to the evaporative cooling
of the solvent, the temperature controlled measurements
serve only to vary the initial temperature of spin coating. For all monolayer experiments of the type depicted in
ﬁg. 1(a), samples were 105 ± 10 nm thick and composed
of PS(785k). Note that we use the terminology “monolayer” to describe a sample consisting of a single ﬁlm,
rather than a molecular monolayer; we refer to two such
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ﬁlms stacked on top of one another as a “bilayer”. For the
study of spin coating eﬀects, monolayers were annealed
at 130 ± 1 ◦ C > Tg ≈ 97 ◦ C in a home built vacuum
oven (pressure ∼ 10−5 mbar provided by a turbo molecular
pump), for times 0 ≤ tm ≤ 348 hr. Here and throughout,
the subscript “m” refers to monolayer samples.
In order to prepare bilayer ﬁlms, we ﬁrst followed the
above procedure for monolayer preparation, except that
the monolayers were prepared from PS(1144k), were 50 ±
3 nm thick, and annealed at 150 ◦ C for tm = 48 hr1 . We
note that this thickness was chosen such that the monolayers, as described in the work of Si and co-workers [13],
would show a thickness dependent (hc /h)2 , while a ﬁlm
with twice the monolayer thickness would be in a range
for which (hc /h)2 had saturated. After annealing, a monolayer was ﬂoated onto the surface of an ultra pure water
bath (18.2 MΩ cm, Pall, Cascada LS) and a second monolayer, still on a mica substrate, was placed onto the ﬂoating monolayer with the polymer-side down, thus creating a
PS bilayer2 . After preparation, the bilayers were annealed
for periods 0.5 ≤ tb ≤ 90 hr at 130 ◦ C (subscript “b”
refers to bilayers) in vacuum ovens or on a microscope hot
stage (Linkam) in air. The temperature is always known
to within 1 ◦ C.
With mono- and bilayers prepared, ∼ 9 × 9 mm2 sections of the ﬁlms were ﬂoated onto the surface of an
ultra clean water bath and were picked up using a set
of two polished and sharp aluminum blocks. The blocks
had a ﬁxed gap of l = 1.5 mm between the two sharp
edges. After drying, one of the blocks was held in place
while the other was attached to a translation stage (Newport MFA-CC, SMC100CC). The blocks were then unﬁxed and the ﬁlm was deformed with a strain rate of
Δ̇l/l = 2 × 10−4 s−1 until crazes were visible under an
optical microscope, see ﬁg. 1(c). The samples were typically strained to Δl/l = 0.1, which resulted in a ﬁlm
with both crazed and undeformed material. Typical craze
widths were ∼ 10 μm.
Crazed PS ﬁlms (∼ 1.5×9 mm2 ) were placed onto 10×
10 mm2 Si wafers. Surface forces pull the crazed ﬁlm that
bridges the aluminum gap into contact with the wafer,
thereby transferring the delicate sample to the robust Si
surface [13, 44]. Scratches were put into the ﬁlm using a
scalpel blade. By measuring an appropriate spot along the
edge of a scratch, we are able to simultaneously measure
the undeformed ﬁlm height, h, and the height of the craze,
hc relative to the Si substrate surface. An example of such
a measurement is shown in ﬁg. 2.
1

As will become clear below, this time is suﬃcient to ensure
an equilibrium entanglement network within the resolution of
our experiment
2
One particular advantage of doing these experiments with
spin-coated monolayers is that the surfaces have a highly uniform topography (rms roughness ∼ 0.3 nm as measured with
AFM), ensuring intimate contact between the interfaces. A second advantage of this approach is the fact that we prepare an
entropic interface while ensuring that the chains at that interface will not have suﬀered chain scission. Thus, we can assume
a monodisperse chain length distribution at the interface.
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Fig. 2. Height as a function of position from an AFM experiment for a typical crazed thin ﬁlm after transfer to a Si
substrate. From data sets such as these, the ﬁlm height h, and
the craze height hc are easily determined.

This section is broken into two parts. First, we describe
the results of experiments on simple monolayer PS ﬁlms as
shown in ﬁg. 1(a): both the state of as-cast ﬁlms, and the
evolution of these ﬁlms towards equilibrium will be discussed. We establish that, with extensive annealing above
Tg , ﬁlms may be prepared such that they display the same
entanglement density as that of the bulk. Then, we discuss our results on bilayer ﬁlms with a buried entropic
interface, as shown schematically in ﬁg. 1(b).
3.1 Monolayers
3.1.1 As-cast ﬁlms
2

In ﬁg. 3(a) is shown a plot of the measured ratio (hc /h)
as a function of the temperature of the spin coater chuck
on which ﬁlms were prepared. Additionally, the inset of
ﬁg. 3(a) shows the data obtained at T = 20 ◦ C in the main
ﬁgure. For each trial number, data is grouped according to
preparation under a given set of experimental conditions.
The data in the inset was obtained at room temperature
using various initial solution concentrations, while adjusting the spin speed to ensure constant resultant thickness.
Additionally, we varied the toluene solvent content in the
atmosphere during spin coating. It is clear from the inset
that there is considerable scatter in the resulting (hc /h)2 .
In ﬁg. 3(b) are shown two histograms of (hc /h)2 for
ﬁlms prepared on a spin coater chuck at T = 5 and 30 ◦ C;
N is the number of measurements of the type shown in the
plot of ﬁg. 2. Each data point in ﬁgs. 3, 4 and 5 is the mean
value of such a distribution: in ﬁgs. 3 and 4, the distance
from the bottom to the top of an error bar is one standard deviation of the distribution. As such, the reported
error in these ﬁgures indicates the range of expected values one might obtain from an experimental measurement
of (hc /h)2 .
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Fig. 3. (a) Plot of (hc /h)2 for PS(785k) ﬁlms with thickness
105 ± 10 nm as a function of the temperature of the spin coater
chuck on which the ﬁlms were prepared. The data point in
red at T = 20 ◦ C is detailed in the inset. There, data from
ﬁlms prepared at room temperature under diﬀerent casting
conditions are shown (diﬀerent solution concentrations and atmospheric solvent content). The solid black line is a guide for
the eye. (b) Histograms for a number of measurements of the
type shown in ﬁg. 2. For all data in (a), error bars represent
are standard deviations from distributions of the type shown
in (b).

The data of ﬁg. 3 indicate that (hc /h)2 of as-cast
ﬁlms is sensitive to the temperature of the spin coater
chuck on which they are prepared. Furthermore, at a given
temperature, this quantity is non-trivially dependent on
the preparation conditions; even at room temperature the
data spread is 20% of the mean value measured at room
temperature. Despite our best eﬀorts, we ﬁnd that there
is great variation in the measured values of (hc /h)2 for
ﬁlms cast with the same initial chuck temperature.
In ﬁg. 4, we see that the values of (hc /h)2 at tm = 0
(no annealing above Tg ) are enhanced as compared to the
data at late times. As explained in detail below, chain
stretching can account for an enhanced (hc /h)2 as compared to the measured equilibrium values at long times
in ﬁg. 4. Thus, we will now describe two mechanisms by
which chains in the as-cast state may become swollen or
stretched as compared to their melt equilibrium. We note
that while the experimental results provide a robust characterization of the ﬁlms, the interpretation of the as-cast
data is speculative.
The ﬁrst mechanism we consider results from the fact
that chains in the presence of an athermal solvent are
swollen in comparison to the melt. The well-established
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3

In [42, 43], it is shown that crazes grow in width by continuously drawing new material from the undeformed ﬁlm and
maximally stretching this new material, before drawing in
more.

0.055
0.05
( h c /h ) 2

crazing model, described in the introduction, tells us that
(hc /h)2 ∼ νeﬀ is valid for equilibrated ﬁlms because it
is based on the Gaussian random statistics of polymer
1/2
chains: d ∝ Me . Clearly, we must take care to interpret
the measured values of (hc /h)2 plotted in ﬁgs. 3 and 4
as simply proportional to the entanglement density. More
generally, the entanglement segments can have end-to-end
distance d ∝ Men , see ﬁg. 1(d). While for equilibrated
polymer ﬁlms, n = 1/2, here we assume n > 1/2 since
the chain conﬁgurations are formed during the spin coating process while still swollen by solvent. After crazing,
the segments between entanglements are stretched and
we have  ∝ Me . Following the same logic that precedes
eq. (1), we have hc /h ∝ d/ ∝ Men−1 . Thus, if n > 1/2 for
swollen chains, then for constant Me , the measured value
of (hc /h)2 will be larger as compared to an equilibrated
system. The enhancement would be due to the fact that
swollen chains can be stretched less before having to draw
new material into a craze3 .
The second mechanism which can explain an enhanced
value of (hc /h)2 for as-cast ﬁlms is due to the hydrodynamics of spin coating. During spin coating a polymer solution is deposited onto a substrate at rest. From rest, the
substrate is rapidly rotated, producing considerable shear
at the substrate-solution interface. As described by Emslie and co-workers several decades ago [48], the height
proﬁle of the liquid atop the substrate quickly becomes
ﬂat and there is a radial ﬂow that is balanced by a viscous
Poiseuille ﬂow in the vertical direction. This ﬂow produces
shear both in the plane of and in the direction normal to
the substrate. The shear may be large enough for polymer
chains to become oriented to the ﬂow. At vitriﬁcation,
these ﬂow oriented chains would become trapped in conﬁgurations that are stretched in comparison to Gaussian
chains. This stretching would result in an enhanced value
of (hc /h)2 .
In the studies by Steiner and co-workers [16, 17], the
apparent viscosity of as-cast polymer ﬁlms is measured
using an electro-hydrodynamic method. Their ﬁlms, prepared on Si from PS and toluene solutions, showed a decrease in the viscosity of the as-cast state as compared
to annealed ﬁlms. Tsui and co-workers [18] also measure
the viscosity of PS ﬁlms on Si cast from solvents of various quality, ranging from T  Θ, with Θ the temperature
at which chain dimensions are indistinguishable from the
melt, to T > Θ (by contrast, our ﬁlms are always prepared with T  Θ). Using a method of spectral analysis, they ﬁnd the viscosity of as-cast ﬁlms to be reduced
from its value at long annealing times. All of these results are consistent with a reduced entanglement density
in as-cast ﬁlms, and this idea is often invoked to explain
these types of observations. If the interpretation of our results for as-cast ﬁlms is to be consistent with the reduced
entanglement density claimed by others, then it must be
that the chain conﬁgurations trapped in the as-cast ﬁlms
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Fig. 4. (hc /h)2 for PS(785k) monolayers with thickness 105 ±
10 nm spin cast and annealed for times tm at 130 ◦ C. Since the
non-equilibrium state at tm = 0 could not be well controlled,
there are a range of values reported. We expect a measurement
at subsequent annealing times to be found anywhere within the
shaded region.

are stretched beyond that of typical Gaussian chains (either due to swelling by solvent or hydrodynamic shearing
eﬀects). Since we measure an enhanced (hc /h)2 in the ascast state, it must be that the degree of chain stretching
we observe is quite severe. A lower entanglement density
with Gaussian statistics would lead to a depressed (hc /h)2 ;
thus, the stretching and swelling must be enough to dominate this eﬀect. Support for this chain stretching idea can
be found in the systematic studies of the pre-stress in spincoated polymer ﬁlms [20–24]. Speciﬁcally, Reiter and coworkers [19,22,23,26] have used dewetting to probe the behaviour of as-cast ﬁlms. They observe that the radius of a
dewetting hole is larger for an as-cast ﬁlm when compared
to a hole grown for an identical period in a ﬁlm aged below
Tg . In these works, the idea of molecular chain stretching
is precisely the supposed origin of the studied pre-stress.
We now turn to the dependence of (hc /h)2 on the temperature of the spin coating chuck. The temperature range
shown in ﬁg. 3 is high enough so that the PS chain statistics in toluene can be considered as athermal; that is, the
average size of an isolated chain in solution does not vary
signiﬁcantly with temperature. Therefore, with this solvent we cannot attribute the observed temperature dependence of (hc /h)2 to changes in the solvent quality of
the ﬁlm preparation. The solvent quality was claimed as
the dominant eﬀect responsible for some of the rheological behaviour seen in previous studies [18, 19, 23]. During
the spin coating process, solvent continuously evaporates
and the sample vitriﬁes at a non-zero solvent content. At a
lower initial chuck temperature, the sample vitriﬁes with a
higher solvent concentration than at a higher initial temperature. Therefore, without considering the highly violent, non-equilibrium process of spin coating, the chains in
ﬁlms prepared at lower temperatures are necessarily more
swollen than their counterparts prepared at higher temperatures. As discussed above, crazing a sample in which
the chains were trapped in pre-stretched conﬁgurations
may account for the general trend of higher (hc /h)2 observed at lower temperatures in ﬁg. 3.
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To summarize our results on the as-cast monolayer
ﬁlms, we ﬁnd that the measured value of (hc /h)2 is enhanced in an as-cast ﬁlm as compared to a ﬁlm annealed
above Tg for long times (see ﬁg. 4). We propose that the
enhancement is due to pre-stretching of the chains during
the spin coating process that may occur because of solvent swelling or hydrodynamic shearing. Lastly, the initial
temperature at which spin coating proceeds greatly aﬀects
the nature of entanglements in as-cast ﬁlms, even for ﬁlms
prepared from an athermal solvent.
3.1.2 Temporal evolution of as-cast ﬁlms towards
equilibrium
Given the sensitive temperature and environmental dependence of the as-cast extension ratio, the as-cast chain
conﬁgurations cannot represent those of the equilibrium
melt. As such, high-temperature annealing, with T > Tg ,
is expected to result in an evolution towards the equilibrium melt chain statistics. Following a quench to room
temperature after an annealing treatment, we would expect to observe diﬀerences in (hc /h)2 . In ﬁg. 4 are shown
the results of experiments, using PS(785k), for which ﬁlms
were annealed for various times, tm , before crazing. The
data in the inset of ﬁg. 3(a) is shown at tm = 0. As described above, it can be seen that the as-cast state has a
larger (hc /h)2 than for longer annealing times. The data
plateaus on a time scale τm ≈ 80 hr. To extract this time
scale, we have performed a best ﬁt to all the data using
an exponential function: (hc /h)2 = Am + Bm e−tm /τm . The
best ﬁt parameters were Am = 0.035, Bm = 0.010 and
τm = 80 hr.
From the data at tm = 0 in ﬁg. 4, we can see that our
preparation under standard laboratory conditions yields a
spread of measured (hc /h)2 . However, independent of the
preparation, thermal annealing brings all samples toward
the same equilibrium state. Within the error of our experiment, all values of (hc /h)2 after tm = 100 hr are the
same. The longest relaxation time of a polymer melt is
the reptation time, τrep , which represents the typical time
taken for a molecule in the bulk to lose memory of all
previous strains [2]. For PS(785k) at 130 ◦ C, the reptation
time is approximately 35 hr [49]. Thus we conclude that
the out-of-equilibrium network of the as-cast ﬁlms relaxes
on a time scale (τm = 80 hr) that is on the order of one
reptation time (τrep ∼ 35 hr).
In the work by Steiner and co-workers [16, 17] as well
as Tsui and co-workers [18] described above, the viscosity is probed. In these cases, the time constants for the
evolution of the viscosity towards equilibrium is found
to be between two and ﬁve orders of magnitude longer
than the bulk reptation time. These measurements are in
stark contrast to the crazing results presented here. As
a possible explanation for the discrepancy, we note that
in the measurements of Steiner and coworkers, the ﬁlm
surface is perturbed by only ∼ 5 nm —a distance that is
similar to the distance between entanglement points, or
tube-diameter, of PS [29]. Similarly, in the experiments
of Tsui and co-workers, it is the capillary wave spectra
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that are measured, and variations in the height of the
samples in the sub-nanometre regime are typical. In addition, the capillary wave measurements are carried out on
14 nm thick samples, which may already be thin enough
to observe conﬁnement eﬀects. Thirdly, Napolitano and
Wübbenhorst [50] observe that changes in the dielectric
response of thin PS ﬁlms on aluminum substrates take
up to 3 orders of magnitude longer than the bulk reptation time. Their results are attributed to the formation
of an adsorbed polymer layer that is between 4 and 8 nm
thick. By contrast, in the crazing measurement the entire
ﬁlm of ∼ 100 nm thickness is probed —crazing reports a
“bulk” ﬁlm property. It is then possible that the origin of
the signiﬁcant discrepancy in relaxation time scales is the
result of a subtle and interesting eﬀect which is particular to the interfacial regions of the polymer ﬁlms studied
in [16–18, 50].
3.2 Bilayers
In the previous section, we discussed that as-cast ﬁlms are
characterized by a non-equilibrium entanglement network.
Furthermore, we established that the as-cast ﬁlms can be
equilibrated on time scales comparable to the longest relaxation time of the polymer. We now turn to the results observed in another non-equilibrium entanglement
network: bilayer ﬁlms with a buried entropic interface, as
shown schematically in ﬁg. 1(b).
As discussed in the introduction, chains at an interface
are subject to the Silberberg reﬂection principle [1,12,27],
which states that chain segments that would have crossed
the interface are instead reﬂected back into the polymer
melt. These chains thus share their pervaded volumes with
fewer other chains, compared to chains in the bulk (see
p. 61 in [1]). The inﬂuence of the reﬂection principle on
the measurement of (hc /h)2 was exploited by Si and coworkers [13]. It was found that a ﬁlm whose thickness is
similar to the unperturbed coil radius has a lower (hc /h)2 .
The results were interpreted as being due to a reduced
inter-chain entanglement density at an interface, similar
to ideas ﬁrst proposed by Brown and Russell [12].
In our experiments, the monolayers used to prepare the
bilayers were thin enough to have (hc /h)2 values that are
markedly diﬀerent from the thick ﬁlm regime as measured
by Si and co-workers [13]; while the end-to-end distance of
PS(1144k) is approximately 70 nm [51], the bilayers were
made from two ﬁlms with h ≈ 50 nm. These monolayers
were annealed as described in the experimental section,
with annealing times tm > 10 τrep [49]. Given the results of
ﬁg. 4, we assume that the resulting monolayers had chain
statistics described by the equilibrium value corresponding to the conﬁned ﬁlms. We stress that the thickness
of the monolayers was chosen speciﬁcally: the monolayers
are thin enough such that they exhibit a reduced eﬀective
entanglement density, while a ﬁlm thickness corresponding to twice that thickness has a bulk-like entanglement
density according to the work by Si and co-workers [13].
Thus, a bilayer ﬁlm will show a reduced (hc /h)2 which
approaches the bulk value upon annealing.
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Fig. 5. (hc /h)2 as a function of annealing time, tb at 130 ◦ C,
for PS(1144k) bilayer samples prepared by stacking two monolayer ﬁlms with thickness 50±3 nm. The error bars in this ﬁgure
are the standard error of the mean, rather than the standard
deviation as reported in ﬁgs. 3(a) and 4. The vertical dashed
line indicates τrep /4. To emphasize the data at early times and
the agreement with an exponential relaxation, the inset shows
the same data as in the main ﬁgure, except with a logarithmic
time axis.

In ﬁg. 5 are shown the results of measurements on
bilayer ﬁlms annealed for times tb at T = 130 ◦ C, well
above Tg . The errors reported are the standard error of
the mean as taken from distributions similar to those in
ﬁg. 3(b). The data in ﬁg. 5 is well described by an exponential: (hc /h)2 = Ab −Bb e−tb /τb . The best ﬁt to the data
corresponds to Ab = 0.0363, Bb = 0.0051 and τb = 5.1 hr.
Given that the reptation time of PS(1144k) at 130 ◦ C is
approximately equal to 120 hr, we ﬁnd that the relaxation
across the entropic interface is achieved much faster than
one bulk reptation time. Since at tb = 0 there are no entanglements across the interface, and after equilibration
the bulk-like entanglement density is achieved, we can interpret the increase in (hc /h)2 as a direct measure of the
change in entanglement density across the interface.
Here we consider the scenario in which a molecule is
most severely conﬁned by the entropic interface. This occurs when the molecule’s centre of mass would have been
found at the location of the interface in the absence of
a barrier (see ﬁg. 1(b)). In this case, the chain’s average pervaded volume is exactly half of that in the bulk.
Since a molecule in this state is maximally perturbed,
this scenario provides an upper bound on the time it
takes the bilayers to lose memory of the entropic interface. Even though polymer chains are conﬁned near a reﬂecting boundary, we expect the molecules to move predominantly by reptation. This is the assumption that has
been made in models used to explain, for example, the
recovery of fracture toughness of polymer-polymer interfaces, and more generally the diﬀusive processes across
these interfaces [7, 36, 37]. A molecule that is maximally
perturbed must relax such that its pervaded volume increases by a factor of two. By analogy with molecular relaxation in the bulk, the molecule must diﬀuse by a dis-

tance of roughly Ree /2 to lose the memory of its conﬁnement. Notwithstanding the possibility that the dynamics of polymer chains at an interface may be altered by
conﬁnement [28], the diﬀusion equation dictates that the
time it takes for a typical bulk polymer chain to diﬀuse by
a distance Ree /2 corresponds to a time τrep /4. Thus, by
making a simple bulk reptation argument, and invoking
the reﬂection principle, we ﬁnd that the maximum time
taken to lose memory of the bilayer interface is less than
τrep . In ﬁg. 5, we have inserted a vertical dashed line at
tb = τrep /4. The data has clearly saturated by this time.
The relaxation time that we measure, τb , is representative
of the average relaxation time for perturbed chains near
the interface, with τrep /4 being an upper bound.
3.3 Equilibria of as-cast monolayer and bilayer ﬁlms
A condition for equilibrium is that a system can arrive
at the state independent of the initial condition. In the
previous two sections of this work, we have described the
preparation and evolution towards equilibrium of two nonequilibrium states: as-cast monolayer ﬁlms and bilayers
prepared with an entropic interface. In both cases, we observe that after a suﬃcient relaxation time (hc /h)2 reaches
a plateau. Examining the long time behaviour of ﬁgs. 4
and 5 we see that, within error, both non-equilibrium systems reach the same plateau value having started from
diﬀerent initial conditions. That (hc /h)2 is independent of
the preparation after long annealing times is a strong indication that these ﬁlms are at true equilibrium. To qualify
this statement, we cannot rule out long term changes beyond the resolution of the crazing measurement.

4 Conclusion
We have performed a series of crazing measurements designed to probe non-equilibrium states of thin polymer
ﬁlms. In the ﬁrst case, we examine the eﬀect of spin coating on the resulting craze characteristic, (hc /h)2 . We ﬁnd
that the as-cast ﬁlms display strongly non-equilibrium
behaviour that is diﬃcult to control even under seemingly identical initial conditions. The measured values
of (hc /h)2 can be reconciled with results from other researchers [16–19, 22, 23, 26] if we interpret the as-cast
ﬁlms as having trapped molecular conﬁgurations that are
stretched compared to the equilibrium Gaussian statistics.
Thermal annealing of these ﬁlms results in an approach
to a plateau in (hc /h)2 , and the equilibration time is consistent with relaxation on a time scale comparable to the
polymer reptation time.
Having established that it is possible to prepare monolayer ﬁlms with an equilibrium entanglement density, we
measured (hc /h)2 in bilayers prepared by stacking two
monolayer ﬁlms. Such a bilayer ﬁlm is then chemically
equivalent to a ﬁlm with the thickness of two monolayers, but diﬀers in that there is an entropic interface. The
interface has no enthalpic penalty and only a diminished
entropy due to fewer available molecular conﬁgurations.
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The monolayers were chosen such that they conﬁne the
long chain molecules resulting in a reduced eﬀective entanglement density, while a ﬁlm of twice the monolayer
thickness exhibits a bulk-like entanglement density. We
ﬁnd that the as-prepared bilayers craze in a way that is
consistent with previously reported measurements on conﬁned monolayers. Thermal annealing above Tg causes the
entropic interface in the middle of the bilayer to heal, effectively converting the bilayer into a single ﬁlm. The healing of the entropic interface occurs on a time scale that is
shorter than one bulk reptation time.
Financial support from NSERC of Canada is gratefully acknowledged.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this thesis the results of three types of experiments are presented. First, in Paper 1
we address the formation of non-uniform spincast polymer films. We find the the formation of instabilities during spincoating is dependent on temperature. Furthermore,
our results indicate that non-uniform spincast films form as a result of a Marangoni
process. Finally, we show the non-uniformities in the film thickness can be entirely
avoided simply by spincoating at cooler temperatures.
In Papers 2 and 3 we prepare polymer films with non-uniform surface geometries.
Above Tg , gradients in the Laplace pressure drive the surface to level. We follow
the evolution of the film height profiles using AFM and compare the results with the
theoretical predictions of the two-dimensional capillary driven thin film equation. In
Paper 2 we prepare films with small surface perturbations and find that the perturbations converge to a universal self-similar attractor, regardless of initial condition,
as predicted by theory. The convergence time depends on the volume on the perturbation. In Paper 3 we study samples with a rectangular trench geometry. At long
times, we observe a cross-over in the levelling dynamics that can be understood by
considering the boundary conditions governing the flow.
Finally, in Paper 4 we have used crazing to probe non-equilibrium entanglement
networks. Our results indicate the chain conformations in spincast films are highly
stretched compared to Gaussian chains. We find that annealing the films above Tg for
times on the order of one reptation is sufficient for chains to equilibrate. In a second
experiment we confine polymers to films with a thickness that is thinner than the
75
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equilibrium size of the molecule. In the glassy state, we stack two such films to create
a bilayer. On either side of the mid-plane of the bilayer the chain conformations are
restricted, which results in a loss of entropy. As we anneal the bilayer above Tg the
‘entropic interface’ heals as chains from the two layers entangle with one another. It
takes less than one reptation time for the interface to heal and the bilayer to become
indistinguishable from a single film.
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